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1230 J Street 
ELECTIONS DIVISION 
(916) 445-0820 
Office of the Secretary of State 
March Fong Eu Sacramento, California· 4 For Hearing and Speech Impaired 
Only: 
#619 
January 3, 1994 
Pursuant to Section 3513 of the Elections Code, we transmit 
Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed Initi 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION TRUST FUNDS. 
INITIATIVE STATUTE. 
Circulating and Filing Schedule 
(800) 833-8683 
a copy of the Title and 
Measure entitled: 
LINE SALES TAX. 
1. Minimum number of signatures required ............ ................ 384,974 
2. 
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b). 
Official Summary Date 
Elec. C., Sec. 3513. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . .. Monday, 01/03/94 
3. Petition Sections: 
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for 
• signatures .......................... . 
Elec. C., Sec. 3513. 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with 
the county. All sections are to be filed at 
• • • • • • • • • Monday, 01/03/94 
the same time within each county . • . . . . . . . .. . •••... Wednesday, 06/01/94 
Elec. C., Secs. 3513, 3520(a) 
c. Last day for county to determine total number of 
signatures affixed to petition and to transmit total 
to the Secretary of State ................. ......... Monday, 06/13/94 
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior tin 06/01/94, the county has eight 
working days from the filing of the petition to determine the total of signatures affixed to 
the petition and to transmit the total to the Secretary of State.) . C., Sec. 3520(b). 
PUBL1C TRANSPORTATION TRUST FUNDS. GASOL1NE SALES TAX. 
INITIATIVE STATUTE. 
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Page 2 
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total 
number of signatures filed with all county clerks 
meets the minimum number of required signatures, 
and notifies the counties ................... Wednesday, 06/22/94· 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of 
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to 
transmit certificate with a blank copy of the petition 
f. 
to the Secretary of State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thursday. 08/04/94 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to 
determine the number of qualified voters who signed 
the petition on a date other than 06/22/94, the last 
day is no later than the thirtieth day after the 
county's receipt of notification.) 
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e). 
If the signature count is more than 423,472 or less 
than 365,726 then the Secretary of State certifies the 
petition has qualified or failed, and notifies the 
counties. If the signature count is between 365,726 
and 423,472 inclusive, then the Secretary of State 
notifies the counties using the random sampling 
technique to determine the validity of all signatures .... Sunday, 08/14/94· 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all 
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to 
transmit certificate with a blank copy of the petition 
to the Secretary of State .................•.... Tuesday, 09/27/94 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to 
determine the number of qualified voters who have 
signed the petition on a date other than 08/14/94, 
the last day is no later than the thirtieth working day 
after county's receipt of notification.) 
Elec. C., Sec. 3521 (b), (c). 
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has 
been signed by the number of qualified voters 
required to declare the petition sufficient .......... Saturday, 10101/94· 
• Date varies based on receipt of county certification. 
" / , 
r ... 
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4. The Proponent of the above-named measure is: 
Gerald H. Meral, Ph.D. 
Planning and Conservation League 
926 "J" Street, Suite 612 
Sacramento, California 95814 
(916) 444-8726 
5. Important Points: 
(a) California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and 
petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the initi 
means that the petitions cannot be used to create or add 
any purpose, including fund raising or requests for 
crime under California law. Elections Code section 2977 
123 Cal.App. 3d 825, 177 Cal.Rptr. 621; 63 Ops. Cal.Au 
(b) Please refer to Elections Code sections 41, 41.5, 44, 3 
for appropriate format and type consideration in printing, 
your initiative petition for circulation and signatures. 
you have it printed. This copy is not for our review or 
(c) Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure 
Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq. 
(d) When writing or calling state or county elections officials, 
initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General. 
officials in referencing the proper file. 
(e) When a petition is presented to the county elections 
the proponent, the required authorization shall include the 
filing the petition. 
(f) When filing the petition with the county elections official, 
elections official use. 
NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR 
GENERAL ELECTION: This initiative must be certified for 
election (June 30, 1994). Please remember to time your 
example, in order to allow the maximum time permitted 
verification process, it is suggested that proponents file 
officials by April 22, 1994. If a 100% check of 
the petitions be filed by March 2, 1994. 
Sincerely, 
CATHY MITCHELL 
INITIATIVE COORDINA 
Attachment: POLITICAL REFORM ACT OF 1974 
ddresses gathered on initiative 
measure for the ballot. This 
mailing lists or similar lists for 
Any such misuse constitutes a 
Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 
.Gen. 37 (1980). 
, 3507, 3508, 3517, and 3519 
and otherwise preparing 
send a copy of the petition after 
, but to supplement our file. 
ments of the Political Reform 
the official title of the 
of this title will assist elections 
for filing by someone other than 
me or names of the persons 
provide a blank petition for 
E NOVEMBER 8, 1994 
ballot 131 days before the 
s accordingly. For 
law for the random sample 
petitions to county elections 
is necessary, it is advised that 
DANIEL E. LUNGREN 
Attorney General 
Honorable March Fong Eu 
Secretary of State 
1230 J Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
State of California 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
January 3, 1~94 
1515 K Sl'REEI', SUrI'E 511 
P.O. Box 944255 
0, CA 94244·2550 
(916) 445·9555 
(916) 324-5490 
Re: Initiative Title and Summary 
Subject: 
File No: 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION TRUST FUNDS. GASOLINE SALES TAX. 
INITIATIVE STATUTE. 
SA 93 RF 0034 
Dear Mrs. Eu: 
Pursuant to the provisions of sections 3503 and 3513 of the Elections Code, you are 
hereby notified that on this day we mailed to the proponent of the above-identified 
proposed initiative our title and summary. 
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the proponent, a copy of our title and 
summary, a declaration of mailing thereof, and a copy of the proposed measure. 
According to information available in our records, the name and address of the 
proponent is as stated on the declaration of mailing. 
KFD:ms 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
DANIEL E. LUNGREN 
Attorney General 
~ OJ! 1 ¥. 
TID .BEN F. DaROSA 
Initiative Coordinator 
• 
The Attorney General of Ca1if~)!llia has prepared the 
the chief purpose and points of the proposed initiative. 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION TRUST FUNDS. G 
INITIA'I1VE STATUTE. Imposes additional four 
gasoline; proceeds deposited into transit and highway 
• 
No: 
January 3, 1994 
SA93RF0034 
title and summary of 
SALES TAX. 
tax on retail sales of 
funds. Revenue to be spent 
on electric rail and clean fuel buses, light rail, commuter and intercity rail systems, 
transit for elderly and disabled persons, bicycle projects, reduction on transit 
systems, and other transportation programs. Limits • on state constructIOn 
projects and transportation operations funded from TP.' Provides for acquisition of 
agricultural land conservation easements, wetlands, • habitat and land for parks 
as offsets to transportation impacts. Summary of by Legislative Analyst and 
Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local The measure 
would generate revenues in the range of $700 rni1lion to million in the first year 
(1995), increasing annually. Would annually transfer $25 million in sales 
tax revenue from the General Fund to the newly created tion Planning and 
Development Account. Reduction in gasoline as a result of the higher tax 
could result in sales and gasoline tax revenue losses of a • tely $21 million to the 
state and $13 million to local government. Costs to adIni·qn·S te and implement 
programs created by the measure would be fully covered generated revenues. 
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• 
. Kathleen DaRosa 
. Initiative Coordinator 
Office of the Attorney General 
1515 K st, 6th Floor 
sacramento, Ca 95814 
N 
, 
RE: Amendments to Clean Air, 
Transportation Efficiency Act of 
Dear Ms. DaRosa: 
We wish to make the follow ... 
initiative. On page 2, at line 3 
subdivision (g) of section 99399, 
word "passenger" between "of" and 
new versions of this subdivision 
On page 28, at line 14, in S 
99391(C)(2)(F), delete the entire 
substitute the following: 
• 
, 
(F) Los Angeles County 
Transportation Authority. No 
the annual allocation to the Au 
paragraph shall be for the Red 
regardless of the priorities set 
pursuant to subparagraph (ii) of 
(i) Extension of 
rail line from Los Angeles to 
Gabriel Valley shall receive the 
funding • 
(ii) Second priori 
construct and extend urban rail t 
construction of and acquisition 
equipment for electric trolley 
bus lines. The Authority shall e 
order of expenditures pursuant to 
• 
• 
• 
• 
home: 2240 Markham Way, Sacram 
, 
926 J Street, Room 612, Sacramento, CA 95814 
9', 1993 
• NOV 9 J993 
•
.. ,., 1'-"'- rO"""DINAJO" I"'. I. •• '_ v,, . .. 
I;:'~ _ : .~~EY C;:~r:~','-'5 OFF!, ~ 
Jobs, and 
... . 
, 
994 Initiative. 
, 
amendments to our 
in SECTION 2, 
please insert the 
"rail". The old and 
re attached. 
CTlON 16, paragraph 
paragraph, and 
litan 
than ten percent of 
· ' . 1ty pursuant to th1s 
extension, 
the Authority 
paragraph. 
Blue Line light 
Pasadena in the San 
ighest priority in 
shall be given to 
nsit lines, and for 
rolling stock and 
lines and electric 
ablish the priority 
.uis subparagraph. 
sincerely, 
· dt ....... t4 lJ 17!.?'!,~/ 
Gerald H. Heral 
Executive Director 
CA 95814. 
, 
FAX 916-448-1789 
-
• 
• 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
£MUJ1\lS 
Pa::a 8ehr 
I.e ..... Buller 
A1f",d HcUct 
Da¥1d HUKh 
Jen .ph fIouPtoIinJ 
.. I LAne 
Vi "hIm PEnn Moa 
RocIwd WillOll 
&IThe Planning and Conservation League 
Iuzs been instrumental in the passage of 
every major piece of environmental 
legislation in California." , 
- resolution of the California Legislature. 
• 
• 
FOVNDERS 
Bill Eve" 
Helen Reynolcb 
, 
PCL, founded in 1965, bas played a key role in the passage of the California Environmental Quality Act, the State Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act, the Coastal Protection Act, the Integrated Waste Management Act, and many other laws devoted to protecting the 
environment of California. PCL believes that carefully planned decisions about the use of California's resource bast will result in a 
sustainable economy and a vital natural environment. 
The following members of PCL have joined to suppon our goals but do not necessarily concur in every PCL legislative actio~ 
, 
A White Water COnnection 
Adventure CollllCCtion 
All Outdoors Adventwes 
Alpine West 
American River Re:uearion, Inc. 
American River Touring Association 
Amigos de Bolsa Chica 
Archaelogical Resource Service 
Audubon Canyon Ranch Inc. 
Audubon Society 
Golden Gate Chapter 
Madrone Chapter 
Marin Chapter 
Ml. Diablo Chapter 
Napa Solano Chapter 
Ohlone Chapter 
Pasadena Chapter 
Sacramento Chapter 
Santa Cara Valley Chapter 
Sea & Sage Chapter 
Whittier Chapter 
Barakat & Chamberlin Inc. 
Bay Area Ridge Trail. Council 
Blane & Wittwer 
. Bright & Associates 
CAB,lnc. 
California Association of Local Conservation 
Coips: 
East Bay Chapter 
Long Beach Chapter 
Lo~ Angeles Chapter 
Marin Chapter 
Sacramento Chapter 
San Diego Chapter 
San Francisco Chapter 
San Jose Chapter 
Tulare County Chapter 
Native Plant Society 
Brisllecove Chapter 
Marin Chapter 
• Sacramento Chapter 
San Luis Obispo Chapter 
Santa Monica Chapter 
Sequoia Chapter 
Tarzana Chapter 
California River Trips 
\ 
California Save Our Streams Council 
Center for LawlPubJic Interest 
Circuit Rider Productions 
Committee for Green Foothills 
Dangermond & Associates 
Defenders of Wildlife 
Delta Wetlands 
Desert Protective Council 
• 
• 
Diablo Hiking Club 
Diablo Valley fly FtSherman 
Dodson & Associates 
Ducks Unlimited, Inc. 
Earth Regeneration Society 
Echo, The Wilderness Company 
EIP Associates 
El Cerrito Garden Cub 
Endangered Habitats League 
Environmental Action Committa 
Environmental ActionIW. Marin 
Environmental Defense Center 
Environmental Forum 
• 
Environmental Policy Resource Group 
FA-W.N. 
FtStoUman's Marketing 
Friends Aware of Wildlife Nwis 
Friends of the Estuary, Morro Bay 
Fnends of the San Dieguito River 
• 
Friends of the Sea Otter 
Friends of the Tehachapi Valley 
Fund for the Environment 
Garden Study Cub of the Peninsula 
Glanbelt Alliance 
Glanfield Environmental 
Health & Habitat 
Helmaur Foundation 
Hillside Gardeners 
Institute of Government Studies 
Jones & Stokes Associates 
Kap the Sespe Wild 
Kings River Expeditions 
Land Restoration As~iation 
r .andels, Ripley & Diamond 
I eague for Coaslal Protection 
Los Angeles Expeditions . 
Melted Bike & Mountain 
Metro Transit Committa 
• 
Michael SwiJ1Ullef & Associates . 
Mine Reclamation Inc. 
Mogavero & Notestein 
Natomas Community Association 
Northcoast Environmental Center 
OARS 
Ojai Valley Garden Cub 
Orinda Garden Cub 
Outdoor Adventures 
Palomar Garden Club 
Peninsula Community Foundation 
• 
Peninsula Open Space Trust 
People for Nipomo Dunes 
Piedmont Garden Club 
Placer County Conservation 
Plant Health Diagnosties 
• 
REA Consulting Services 
Resource Management Association 
River Runners 
Rocky Docie Works 
Sacramento Area Council/Government 
Sacramento River Council 
SAFE 
Safe World International 
San Juan Capistrano Library 
Santa Susanna Mountain Part.: Association 
Sattui Winery 
Save Arnold Drive 
Save Our Forest Association 
Save the Redwoods League 
Save the Whales. Inc. 
Sempervirens Fund 
Sierra Madre 
Solano Beach Civic & Historical Society 
South Yuba River Citizens League 
Spirit W1utewa ter Temescal Canyon Association 
Spring Valley Legal 
Sullivan Family Trust 
Surfrider Foundation 
Tehachapi Valley Research Center 
The Hoyt Company 
Tire Salvage COip. 
Town of Danville 
Toxies Assessment Group 
Traditional Medicinals 
Transportation Library No. 1 
Cove, LTD 
Tea of Life Nursery 
Tri-City Ecology Center 
Tuitle River Rafting 
1W Associates Inc. 
UFCW l.aca111l9 
United Public Employas 
University Park B~ch Library 
Uiban Crab Council 
Urban Ecology 
Urban Lumberjacb Inc. 
Valley Crest Tea Company 
Valley Spoleesmen BIcycle Club 
White Water Voyages 
Wildflower Farm 
Williams College 
Wolfe Design Group 
Yolo Land Conservation Trust 
Yosemite Association 
Yosemite Park & Curry Company 
Zephyr River Expeditions Inc. 
ZM Associates 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
• 
• 
-, 
.' 
The people of the state of CalifoIllia do 
SECTION 1. section 99399.12 is added to 
Code to read: 
• 
g9399.12. This act shall be known and 
Air, Job's, and Transportation Efficiency 
SIr'~ R F e;D34 
,-4m r:Jt:#.,t 
as follows: 
Public utilities 
be cited as the Cl n 
of 1994. 
SECTION 2. section 99399.13 is added to '.U' Public utilities 
Code to read: 
99399.13. The People of the State of Cal fornia find and 
declare: 
(a) Improving air quality and sav._ energy are vital for 
the well-being of the people of Californi. One of the best ways 
to accomplish these goals is to convert e isting public transit 
systems to electrical and clean fuel 
public transit systems which run on el 
tion and to build new 
icity and clean fuels. 
(b) Improving public transportation service to those with 
disabilities and the elderly is an public goal. 
(c) Increasing the efficiency of I~lic transportation 
systems, and reducing waste and bureaucra overhead is 
important in an era of diminished public sources. 
(d) When funds are collected for a 
p~rpose, they should be used for that 
(e) Preventing crime and graffiti 
ific transportation 
-
public transportation 
vehicles is important to the quality of 1 fe in our cities, and 
to the safety and security of transit pas • 
1 
, 
• 
• 
• 
(f) Reinforcing roads and bridges to prevent loss of life 
in earthquakes is a worthwhile use of transportation funds. 
(g) Increasing the safety of passenger rail systems by 
utilizing automated enforcement technology at grade crossings 
will save lives and reduce accidents by providing for more 
effective.and efficient enforcement of grade crossing laws. 
(h) Providing funds to reduce the impact of transportation 
• • 
on the environment by protecting sensitive lands, planting trees 
in and near urban areas, providing funding for bicycle and trail 
projects, and other projects is an appropriate use of 
transportation funding. 
Ci) It is appropriate to pay for these programs through an 
increase in the sales tax on gasoline. 
SECTION. 3. section 14502.5 is added to the Government Code to 
read: 
14502.5. Ca) The Rail Committee of the California Transportation 
Commission is hereby created, and is comprised of three of the 
members of the California Transportation Commission appointed 
. 
pursuant to subdivision (a) of section 14502. No member of the 
committee shall be the commissioner who represents the Public 
utilities Commission. All appointees to the committee shall have 
• 
knowledge and expertise in rail and other fOlms of public 
transportation. 
For the initial committee, two of the members of the 
committee shall be the members of the commission who are 
-
appointed to the commission after January 10, 1995, to fill the 
2 
• 
vacancies on the commission which occur 
member of the committee shall be appo 
January 10, 1995, from the current 
1995. The third 
by the Governor after 
of the commission, and 
shall serve until the Governor fills the next vacancy on the 
commission, at which time the member inted to fill that 
vacancy shall become the third member of the committee. 
(b) The committee shall have full sole jurisdiction and 
I . author~ty to allocate the funds made ava able to it pursuant to 
this act, as defined by section 99399 of the Public utilities 
Code. In addition, the committee shall ve the full authority 
to allocate all state and federal rail public transit funds 
over which the commission otherwise woul have jurisdiction, 
including bond funds approved by the , and transit funds 
made available pursuant to the Trans ion Planning and 
Development Account, and other state s available to the 
commission which are designated for rail 
projects. Nothing in this subdivision 
other public transit 
be interpreted as 
granting either the commission or the c I ittee the authority to 
allocate federal funds to a local transi agency or the 
department that are allocated directly f the federal 
government. The commission shall prog 
allocated on a flexible basis to transit 
all funds which may be 
highway purposes. 
The committee shall allocate all flexible funds which are 
programmed by the commission for transit 
of the committee shall be full voting 
on all matters which require action by 
(c) The purpose of this section is 
expedite the early allocation and distr 
3 
es. The members 
of the commission 
• • comm1SS1on. 
-
streamline and 
of funds provided 
• 
• 
for rail and public transit programs, and to efficiently expend 
funds authorized by this act (as defined in section 99399 of the 
Public utilities Code) to stimulate the California economy and 
create jobsc 
(d) The committee shall cease to exist on January 1, 2000, 
and the full commission shall assume the powers and duties of the 
committee pursuant to this act, as defined in section 99399 of 
. . 
• 
the Public utilities Code. 
SECTION 4. section 29531 of the Government Code is amended to 
read: 
29531$ Cal The board of supervisors shall continuously 
appropriate the money in the local transportation fund for 
expenditure for the purposes specified in this article directly 
related to administration of the fund and the fund's revenue and 
the transportation and associated fund administration pu~poses 
specified in Chapter 4 (commencing with section 99200) of Part 11 
of Division 10 of the Public utilities Code. 
(bl The local transportation fund is a trust fund. Once the 
local transportation fund is created. it shall not be abolished. 
Money in the fund shall only be allocated to mass transportation. 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities. streets and roads. 
transportation planning. and fund administration pUIposes. as 
required by this article and by Chapter 4 (commencing with 
Section 99200) of Part 11 of Division 10 of the Public utilities 
Code. Neither the county nor the legislature shall divert any of 
the money in the fund from these pu~poses to another pu~pose. 
4 
• 
, 
r "' 
-
subdivision. 
SECTION 5. section 25619 is added to the Public Resources Code, 
to read: 
25619. (a) Funds transferred pursuant to 
section 7103 of the Revenue and Taxation 
appropriated, notwithstanding section 133 
Code and without regard to fiscal year, 
Conservation Assistance Account, to be 
commission. 
(b) The funds transferred pursuant 
be used for research, development, 
commercialization of electric, hybrid-el 
ivision (e) of 
are continuously 
of the Government 
the state Energy 
by the Energy 
subdivision (a) shall 
tion, and 
ric (including but not 
limited to hybrid utility vans), and other "ultra-low emission" 
and "zero emission" vehicles and vehicle chnologies, and 
establishment of these advanced transporta ion technology 
industries in California. The Energy Comm sion shall expend 
-
these funds in conSUltation with the Dep of Transportation 
and the Air Resources Board, and may adopt guidelines to 
5 
, 
implement this section. High priority for use of these funds 
shall be to promote commercialization of these technologies by 
• 
assisting in the purchase of these vehicles by public agencies. '--../ 
Public agencies using funds provided pursuant to this subdivision 
shall purchase vehicles meeting the emission standards 
established by the Air Resources Board for "ultra-low emission" 
-and "zero emission" vehicles. The telms "ultra-low emission" and 
-
• 
"zero emission" shall be defined by the Air Resources Board. ·For 
purposes of this section, "vehicle" includes passenger cars, 
light and medium-duty trucks and vans, other vehicles for 
personal transportation, and buses. Expenditures pursuant to 
this subdivision for buses and bus technologies shall not exceed 
ten million dollars ($10,000,000). 
• 
The Energy Commission shall seek additional funds to augment 
these programs. In allocating funds for these programs the 
Energy Commission shall give preference to vehicle technologies 
which are identified by the Air Resources Board as having very 
low fuel cycle emissions of air pollutants, or other air quality 
characteristics which, in the judgement of the Air Resources 
Board, provide significant air quality and economic benefits to 
California. In assisting in the purchase of vehicles by public 
agencies, the Energy Commission shall have as a goal that the 
agencies' own purchase or lease cost of the vehicles, not 
counting the assistance provided by the Energy Commission and 
other fo of assistance, be no more than the cost of comparable 
conventional gasoline or diesel fueled vehicles. 
(c) The Legislature may amend subdivision (b) of this 
section by statute passed in each house of the Legislature by 
6 
-
, 
roll call vote entered in the journal, 
membership concurring, if the statute is 
furthers the purposes of this act, as de 
the Public utilities Code. 
"'-fifths of the 
istent with and 
in section 99399 of 
SECTION 6.- section 99232 of the Public ut lities Code is amended 
to read: -
• 
• 
99232. Cal for 
counties with a population of 500,000 or 
as 
, the amoun representing the 
apportionments of the areas of all opera serving an urbanized 
for claims for section 99234 purposes~ 
(commencing with section 99260) and 
Section 99275) purposes, 
and any of those moneys not allocated in 
available for those claims in subsequent 
shall become operative on July 1, 1995. 
7 
be available solely 
for Article 4 
4.5 (commencing with 
, 
year shall be 
However, no area 
, 
section by statute passed in each house of the Legislature by 
roll call vote entered in the journal. four-fifths of the 
membership concurrjng. if the statute is consistent with and 
-
SECTION 7. Section 99310.5 of the Public utilities Code is 
• 
• 
amended to read: 
99310.5. (a) The account is hereby designated a trust fund. 
(b) The funds in the account 
-
are continuously appropriated, 
notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code. without 
regard to fiscal year. to the committee. for allocation only for 
the transportation planning and mass transportation purposes as 
(c) Any reference to the account in this article also 
includes the subaccount established by section 99310.6. except as 
provided in section 99310.6 and Article 7.5 (commencing with 
Section 99385). In the case of a conflict between this section 
and section 99310.6 or Article 7.5 (commencing with Section 
99385). section 99310.6 and Article 7.5 shall prevail. 
ed) The Legislature may amend subdivision (c) of this 
section by statute passed in each house of the Legislature by 
roll call vote entered in the journal, four-fifths of 
the membership concurring, if the statute is consistent with, and 
furthers the purposes of, this 
99399 • 
• 
8 
, 
, 
SECTION 8. Section 99310.6 is added to Public Utilities Code 
to read: 
99310.6. Funds transferred to the pursuant to section 
7103 of the Revenue and Taxation Code 11 be deposited in a 
separate subaccount of the account, wh shall be known as the 
Clean Air, Jobs, and Transportation Eff Act Subaccount: 
• 
• 
Interest on these funds shall accrue to subaccount. 
Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Code, all money 
in the subaccount is continuously approp iated, without regard to 
fiscal year, to the committee for alloca on as required by 
Article 7.5 (commencing with section 9938 ). 
SECTION 9. section 99310.7 is added to Public Utilities Code 
to read: 
99310.7. (a) No funds in the account sh be used for debt 
service for general obligation bonds i for transportation 
purposes pursuant to Chapter 17 (comme with section 2701) 
and Chapter 19 ( Hving with section 2 03) of Division 3 of 
the Streets and Highways Code, or bonds i pursuant to 
Chapter 6 (commencing with section 99690) of Part 11.5, or for 
any future general obligation bonds that state may authorize 
and issue. 
(b) All loans that were made from 
pay transportation bond debt service 
account in order to 
nt to the relevant 
-
provisions of the Budget Act of 1992, the Budget Act of 1993, and 
any other budget acts, shall be repaid, w th interest at the 
9 
• 
, 
pooled money investment rate applicable to the period during 
which the loans were outstanding, on or before June 1, 1997, with 
funds other than'funds in the account or other funds dedicated to 
transportation purposes. If these loans have not been repaid in 
full by that date, the Controller shall transfer fifty (50) 
percent of the" amount due,. including interest, on June 30, 1997, 
• 
from the General Fund to the account, and shall transfer the -
• 
• 
remainder, including interest, from the General Fund to the 
account on or before June 1, 1998. There is hereby appropriated 
from the General Fund an amount necessary to make any transfer 
• 
required by this subdivision. The loans that were made pursuant 
to the relevant provisions of the budget acts described in this 
subdivision shall be considered to be loans until repaid, 
notwithstanding any other provision of law. 
SECTION 10. section 99310.8 is added to the Public utilities Code 
to read: 
99310.8. (a) Except as otherwise specified in this article and 
Article 7.5, and other provisions of this act, as defined in 
Section 99399, no funds shall be transferred or loaned from the 
account to any other account, fund, or other depository. The 
intent of this subdivision is to provide funds to mass 
transportation and other public transportation purposes, and to 
successfully implement the purposes of Sections 99399.10 and 
99399.13 and this act, as defined in section 99399. ... 
• 
(b) All interest, rental or lease income, or other income 
earned by the state from the funds in the account or from income 
10 
produced by property acquired by the sta 
account, directly or indirectly, shall 
the account. This subdivision shall not 
by property acquired and developed by 
powers authorities pursuant to grants 
by funds from the 
in or be deposited in 
ly to income produced 
1 aqencies or joint 
by the state. 
(c) If a statute transfers any funds from the account to any 
-other account, fund, or other depository, directly or indirectly, 
• 
within ninety days of the effective date f the statute the 
Controller shall transfer an amount equi lent to the amount of 
the transfer from the General Fund to the account. There is 
hereby appropriated from the General Fund an amount necessary to 
make any transfer required by this subdiv sion. 
SECTION 11. section 99310.9 is added to Public utilities 
Code to read: 
99310.9. (a) (1) Notwithstandinq section 99310.8, all funds 
returned to the Transportation Planning 
pursuant to subdivision (b) of section 
• 
transferred to the Passenger Equipment 
pursuant to Article 4 (commencing with 
Development Account 
10.7 shall be 
~.sition Fund created 
~~ion 14060) of Chapter 
1 of Part 5 of the Government Code. That fund is and shall 
continue to be a continuously appropriat fund, notwithstanding 
section 13340 of the Government Code and ithout regard to fiscal 
year, and notwithstanding any other prov ion of law. These 
funds shall be available to the departm~nt, at the discretion of 
the department, to exercise remaining opt ons for intercity 
California rail cars initially procured uant to Section 
11 
, 
99649; and to purchase such rail cars modified as necessary to 
meet the speed requirements of subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1) 
of subdivision (c) of section 99391. 
(2) If by the date the funds are returned to the 
account the equipment originally purchased pursuant to section 
• 
99649 is not completely delivered and in revenue service, or if 
there are remaining significant contractual disputes between toe 
'. 
department and the manufacturer of the equipment regarding 
equipment per , the department may allocate the funds to 
the purchase of any rail cars and locomotives suitable for 
service in intercity rail service. 
(3) In allocating the California rail cars 
purchased pursuant to paragraphs (1) and (2), highest priority 
shall be given to providing cars for intercity rail service on 
the Los Angeles-Orange County-San Diego rail corridor. 
(4) All funds returned to the account and 
transferred to the Passenger Equipment Acquisition Fund and not 
expended by January 1, 2010, shall be transferred to the 
subaccount to be expended for the purposes of the subaccount. 
(b) (1) The department shall not provide for the replacement 
of any existing Amtrak-owned or leased intercity rail cars in use 
on or after January 1, 1996, on California-supported intercity 
rail routes in existence on January 1, 1996, with state-owned 
California cars, unless Amtrak or the federal government provide 
assurances that a minimum of 90 percent federal funding has been 
secured for acquisition of California rail cars with at least ~s 
• 
many aggregate number of seats as the Amtrak-owned cars to be 
replaced and removed from California for use on Amtrak routes in 
12 
, 
other states. Alternatively, the 
replacement of existing Amtrak-owned 
routes providing Amtrak contractually 
t may provide for the 
pment on state-supported 
to retain an 
equivalent or qreater number of existinq or new Amtrak-owned cars 
for use on new or expanded California-s 
Amtrak agrees to another comparable or 
services, or if 
ater deployment of 
equipment within California which is fai to the state • -
• • • 
(2) This subdivision does not ly to Amtrak equipment 
in interstate service. 
(3) The Legislature may amend aphs (1) and (2) of 
this subdivision by statute passed in house of the 
Legislature by roll call vote entered in journal, four-fifths 
of the membership concurring, if the sta is consistent with 
and furthers the purposes of this act, defined in section 
99399. 
SECTION 12. section 99311 of the Public YT~ilities Code is 
amended to read: . 
99311. Funds transferred, 
or scheduled as a reimbursement, to the I count, pursuant to 
section 21682.5 of this code and section 94 of the streets and 
Highways Code, shall be available for all tion by the director, 
in cooperation wjth the commission, for following purposes: 
(a) state transportation planning. 
(b) Regional transportation planning 
• 
planning agencies designated pursuant to 
Government code, but not those specified 
13 
transportation 
ction 29532 of the 
subdivision (b) of 
-
• 
section 29532.4 of the Government Code • 
SECTION 13. section 99312 of the Public utilities Code is 
amended to read: 
99312. From the funds transferred to the account pursuant to 
section 7102 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, 
.. 
funds 
approval of the Director of Finance for purposes of section 
99315.5. The remaining transferred funds in the account shall be 
as follows: 
Ca) To the department, 50 percent for purposes of 
section 99315, subject to the requirements of section 99316. No 
funds shall be made available for subdivision (c) of section 
99315 as long as funds are avajlable pursuant to subdivision (g) 
of section 7103 of the Revenue and Taxation Code. Funding shall 
continue to be available for subdivision (bl of section 99315, 
and at least 15 percent of those funds shall be allocated to 
intercity rail projects. 
Cb) To the Controller, 25 percent for allocation to 
transportation planning agencies, county transportation 
commissions, and the San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development 
• • Board pursuant to Sect10n 99314. 
Cc) To the Controller, 25 percent for allocation to 
transportation agencies, county transportation commissions, and 
the San qiego Metropolitan Transit Development Board for purposes 
of section 99313. 
The Legislature may amend subdivisions (a), (b) and (c) of 
14 
, 
SECTION 14. Section 99315.5 of the Public utilities Code is 
amended to read: -
• 
• 
99315.5. From the funds made available to Section 
99312, an amount shall be allocated 
following purposes: 
for each of the 
(a) To the department for its planni activities not 
payable from the State Highway Account in the state 
Transportation Fund, its mass transportat on responsibilities, 
and its assistance in regional transporta ion planning. 
(b) To the director for allocation,--
99315.6, to the Institute of Transporta Studies of the 
University of California 
Policy studies for training and research n public transportation 
systems engineering and management and tion with other 
transportation modes 
• 
-
(c) To the commissio~L-
Director of Finance, for its activities payable from the 
15 
• 
state Highway Account • 
Cd) To the Public utilities Commission for its passenger 
rail safety responsibilities specified in statute on commuter 
rail, intercity rail, and urban rail transit lines. 
of this section by statute passed in each house of the 
• 
• 
of the membership concurring. if the statute is consistent wjth 
and furthers the purposes of this act. as defined in section 
99399. • 
SECTION 15. Section 99316 of the Public Utilities Code is 
amended to read: 
99316. Cal Funds made available pursuant to subdivision (a) of 
Section 99315 shall be allocated to the department 
as directed by the committee, for 
purposes of bus and passenger rail services pursuant to Sections 
14035, 14035.5, and 14038 of the Government Code and maintenance 
and operation of all rail lines and stations owned by the 
to Section 250000. The department shall reguest and the 
committee shall approve sufficient funds to operate the same 
levels of revenue service miles of state-funded rail and 
associated feeder bus service in existence as of the effective 
date of this act (as defined by section 99399) and all proposed 
services authorized pursuant to this act and otherwise proposed 
by the department. subject to farebox recovery reguirements of 
16 
, 
those services. 
, 
SECTION 16. Article 7.5 is added to Chapt 
10 of the Public utilities Code to read: 
Article 7.5. Clean Air, Jobs, and 
4, Part 11, Division 
rtation Efficiency Act 
Subaccount of the Transportation Planning and Development Account 
99385. The People of the state of Califorria find and declare all 
of the following: 
Ca) An improved seamless multimodal transportation system 
is vital to strengthening the state's , creating jobs, ~nd 
• 
providing increased mobility, cleaner air energy savings, and 
congestion relief. 
17 
• 
• 
(b) Public transportation must continue to be an important 
component of the statewide transportation system. 
(c) Several recently enacted state and federal mandates 
have increased the demand for public transportation services, 
• 
without concurrently increasing funding for these services. 
These mandates include the Americans with Disabilities Act of 
1990, the federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the 
• 
• 
.. 
Califo%uia Clean Air Act of 1988, the applicable provisions of 
the federal Energy Policy Act of 1992 (P.L. 102-486), as well as 
other enactments which prescribe clean air standards. The state 
of California should provide funding to allow California's public 
transit operators to carry out these mandates. 
Cd) Electrification of public transportation and the use of 
clean fuels for public transportation provide SUbstantial clean 
air and energy savings benefits. 
(e) Preservation of passenger rail rights of way is vital 
to maintain and expand a system of rail transportation which can 
help meet California's transportation needs in the 21st Century. 
99387. Ca) Funds shall not be allocated pursuant to this 
article for a project requiring service over the right-of-way of 
a railroad corporation unless a course of improvements and 
operation is agreed to by the railroad corporation or unless the 
• 
right-of-way, or a part of the right-of-way, is acquired by 
eminent domain or purchase, or the right to use the right-of-way 
or its tracks is acquired by purchase or lease. New or increas~d 
passenger service over the right-of-way of a railroad corporation 
shall be implemented in a manner which ensures the adequacy and 
18 
, 
• 
efficiency of existing freight service. 
(b) No specific amounts allocated 
are intended to indicate the actual fair 
uant to this article 
value of any 
railroad right of~way or trackage rights I be acquired or 
• 
leased. Similarly, no specific amounts a located for a specific 
project intended to indicate the tota costs to complete any 
such project • 
• 
• 
-
(c) All acquisitions or long 
and trackage rights shall be considered 
I es of rights-of-way 
ital outlay projects. 
99388. (a) The commission and the commi tee shall require each 
applicant for a grant pursuant to this a (as defined by Section 
99399) including the department, to te in its 
application that if the grant funds being lied for are 
awarded, no other funds which were previ ly planned, 
programmed, or approved for public trans tion purposes will 
be used for other than public transporta purposes. 
(b) Funds provided pursuant to this (as defined in 
section 99399) may be used to satisfy any ederal requirement for 
non-federal matching funds for the project to be funded. 
(c) consistent with the requirements of Section 99399.15, 
the requirements of section 99680 and 9968 shall apply to any 
funds granted pursuant to this act (as def in section 99399) 
by the commission or the committee. 
99389. All funds in the subaccount are c tinuously appropriated 
without regard to fiscal years, notwiths ing section 13340 of 
the Government Code, to the committee crea pursuant to section 
19 
, 
14502.5 of the Government Code for allocation as required by this 
article. 
• 
99390. (a) Sixty five (65) percent of the revenues transferred to 
the subaccount in each fiscal year shall be available for the 
programs and projects in section 99391 • 
• 
(b) Thirty five (35) percent of revenues transferred to tbe 
• 
• • 
subaccount shall be available in each fiscal year for transit 
operations, as provided in section 99393. 
(c) Funds allocated to the purposes of subdivision (a) 
remaining at the end of each fiscal year shall only be available 
for the purposes of subdivision (a) in future years; funds 
allocated to the purposes of subdivision (b) remaining at the end 
of each fiscal year shall only be available for the purposes of 
subdivision (b) in future years. 
99391. (a) Funds available pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 
99390 shall be programmed and allocated by the committee as 
provided in this section. Funds shall also be available for 
acquisition of rolling stock for projects eligible for funding 
pursuant to this section. 
(b) Electrification of publicly owned urban rail transit 
system lines and bus lines shall not be considered a precedent 
for electrification of other rail lines, including freight rail 
lines, by any regulatory agency. 
(c) (1) The committee shall allocate funds authorized to_ 
• 
be spent by subdivision (a) of section 99390 to the following 
mass transportation projects of statewide significance. No funds 
20 
, 
available pursuant to this paragraph sha be expended for the 
acquisition of rail rights-of-way on or January 1, 2000. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of I ,all of the projects 
listed in this paragraph shall be funded rdless of whether 
they have been included in the state tion Improvement 
Program or a Regional Transportation t Program. 
• 
• 
(A) Five hundred thou dollars ($500,000) -
shall be made available to the department in cooperation with the 
National Park Service and local tr tion agencies, to 
detelmine the feasibility of implementing rail service from 
Merced to Yosemite National Park via the way 140 corridor. 
(B) Three hundred fifty m' Ilion dollars 
($350,000,000) shall be made available to the Los Angeles and 
Long Beach Harbor commissions for track 
roadway bridges, grade separations, int 
'~rovements, rail and 
~~ions, depressed 
trainways, centralized traffic control, e ironmental 
remediation, signal synchronization, and I improvements to 
the Alameda-San Pedro branch rail line ing the Los Angeles 
and Long Beach Harbors with downtown Los eles and paralleling 
Alameda Street. Notwithstanding any 
consistent with the authority granted to 
provision of law, and 
department over 
grade separations along the Line pursuant to the intent of 
subdivision (b) of section 99624, the t and the Los 
Angeles and Long Beach Harbor Commissions shall be the only state 
and local agencies with authority to make 
timing and necessity of grade separations 
Pedro Branch Line. These agencies shall 
cisions regarding the 
ong the Alameda-Sa~ 
onsult with the Joint 
• 
Powers Agency established to represent ci es along the line. 
21 
, Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Los Angeles and 
Long Beach Harbor issions may, in any requests for 
competitive bids or in any negotiations for contracts to 
construct and equip a consolidated rail corridor along the line 
and related on-dock container loading facilities, require 
potential bidders and contractors to offer and provide private 
-financing for all or a portion of the costs of construction and 
• 
equipping such corridor and related facilities. 
(C) Five hundred million dollars ($500,000,000) 
shall be made available to the San Francisco Bay Area-Los Angeles 
Rail Corridor Joint Powers Agency created pursuant to Section 
250000, for fast train intercity, tourist, commuter, and urban 
rail service between and to the San Francisco Bay Area, San Jose, 
Gilroy, Watsonville, Salinas, Santa Cruz, San Luis Obispo, 
Monterey, Santa Barbara, San Buenaventura, Burbank, and Los 
Angeles. Operation of fast train intercity rail services by the 
agency and maintenance of the line shall be funded from funds 
available to the department for intercity rail service 
operations, and shall be given equal priority for funding with 
other intercity rail service operations. High priority shall be 
given to immediately providing funds to Amtrak to operate at 
least a second daily frequency on the Coast Starlight route, and 
additional local intercity trains from San Luis Obispo to Los 
Angeles. As used in this subparagraph, "fast train intercity 
service" means passenger rail service capable of attaining speeds 
of 110 miles per hour. It shall be the goal of the state to 
-
provide fast train intercity service between Los Angeles and the 
San Francisco Bay Area via coastline communities by the year 
22 
, 
1999. The funds available pursuant to th s subparagraph shall be 
allocated as follows: 
(i) Not more than 
dollars ($200,000,000) for the acquisiti 
rights-of-way. A joint appraisal of the 
rights-of to be acquired from Gilroy 
hundred million 
of railroad 
lue of the 
the Ventura-Los 
Angeles County line shall be conducted by the joint powers agency 
• 
• • 
and the affected railroad. Up to two thousand dollars 
($200,000) may be allocated by the agency for purposes of this 
appraisal. 
(ii) Not more than 
dollars ($300,000,000) for track and 
(iii) Not more than ~In 
dollars ($100,000,000) for the acquisi .• 
capable of attaining speeds of 110 miles 
necessary equipment. The rolling stock 
acquired pursuant to this subparagraph 
rolling stock designed to meet the requi 
hundred million 
capital improvements. 
hundred million 
of rolling stock 
hour, and other 
other equipment 
1 be the equipment and 
of Sections 99603 
and 99649, appropriately modified to meet the speed requirements 
of this subparagraph. 
(D) Five grants of up to f ve hundred thousand 
dollars ($500,000) each shall be made ava lable by June 30, 1995, 
on a competitive basis to transit opera , subject to the 
approval of the appropriate regional rtation planning 
agency or county transportation commissi , serving at least one 
• 
urbanized area with a population of at 
currently served or programmed to be s ,~ 
system, to det ine the feasibility of 
23 
st 100,000 that is not 
by a light rail 
lementing such a 
, 
system and to identify the most promising potential light rail 
corridors. 
(E) One million dollars ($1,000,000) to the 
Metropolitan Transportation ssion to determine the 
feasibility of restoring rail service to the Bay Bridge without 
reducing the capacity of the Bridge for automobile traffic. 
(F) Two hundred million dollars ($200,000,000)- to 
• 
• 
the Peninsula commute Service Joint Powers Board for the 
extension of CalTrain service to a downtown San Francisco 
terminal at or in the immediate vicinity of the Transbay 
Te 1. The goal of Caltrain service shall include headways 
during the day during and between commute periods of thirty 
minutes or less. The downtown San Francisco 1 shall be 
designed so as not to preclude any future high speed rail 
• serv~ce. 
• 
(G) At least five percent of the funds available 
pursuant to subdivision (a) of section 99390 shall be allocated 
annually to the Department for capital outlay projects to improve 
intercity passenger rail service. These funds shall be in 
addition to other funds specified in this section for intercity 
rail projects. 
(H) One hundred forty million dollars 
($140,000,000) shall be allocated to the department and local 
agencies for the acquisition of rights-of-way and trackage rights 
which are important for present or future passenger rail service 
in the reasonably near future. 
-
(1) Sixty million dollars ($60,000,000) shall be 
allocated to the department for the improvement of the Los 
24 
• 
, 
• 
Angeles-Orange County-San Diego passenge rail corridor. 
CJ) seventy million dol 
be allocated to the county transport at 
($70,000,000) shall 
• • COmml.SSl.ons of 
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties, b ed on their respective 
populations, for capital outlay projects or the improvement of 
intercity-and commuter rail service serv Riverside and San 
Bernardino Counties. -
• 
• 
(X) Five million dollars $5,000,000) shall be 
allocated to the department for the resto tion of rail service 
between San Diego and Imperial counties. 
(L) Five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) 
shall be allocated to the department to ke a feasibility 
study of expanded intercity rail service ween Sacramento, 
Redding, and the City of Mt. Shasta. completion of such a 
study using these or other funds, any ining funds allocated 
by this subparagraph can be used to impl nt the service. 
(M) Five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) 
shall be allocated to the department to rtake a feasibility 
study of expanded intercity rail service etween Calexico and Los 
Angeles via the Coachella Valley and Ri de. Upon completion 
of such a study using these or other fund , any remaining funds 
allocated by this subparagraph can be 
• servl.ce. 
(N) Twenty million doll 
allocated to the Port of Oakland for the 
Joint Intezmodal Tezminal to facilitate 
• 
to implement the 
($20,000,000) shall be 
truction of the 
loading and rail 
-
shipment of containerized goods from Port facilities. 
(2) The committee shall program the funds authorized to be 
25 
, 
• 
spent by subdivision (a) of Section 99390 which are not required 
for projects authorized pursuant to paragraph (1) to the 
recipient agencies listed in this paragraph, based on their share 
of the state population within their boundaries. The c 
shall use population figures provided by the Department of 
Finance. ~nless inconsistent with this act (as defined in 
section 99399), applications for grants pursuant to this 
• 
• 
paragraph shall comply with the requirements of Chapter 4 
ttee 
-
(commencing with 99660) of Part 11.5 of Division 10, as 
applicable to this paragraph, except that section 99665 shall not 
apply to applications for grants. The selection of rail stations 
for the passenger rail projects funded pursuant to this paragraph 
shall to the greatest extent practicable be located and designed 
to maximize access to and from the stations by modes other than 
the automobile, and to promote transit use within highly 
urbanized areas. 
After January 1, 2010, recipient agencies may propose 
changes to the priorities described in the paragraphs which apply 
to themselves, and the committee may approve such changes if they 
are consistent with the other requirements and purposes of this 
paragraph and this act, as defined by Section 99399. Where 
priorities are established within recipient agencies with respect 
to projects or programs, funds available in each year pursuant to 
this paragraph shall go to fund projects or programs identified 
as highest priority that have a need for funds in that year. 
Funds may be allocated to lower priorities, and thereafter to the 
priorities specified below, if the higher priorities do not have 
a need for funds in that year, as dete~mined by the recipient 
26 
, 
, 
agency. Unless separate priorities are 
paragraph for a recipient agency, all 
pursuant to this paragraph shall receive 
the following order of priority. 
First priority shall be given to 
and to urban rail transit, commuter, and 
outlay projects. Second priority shall 
• 
ified in this 
receiving funds 
for projects in 
ification projects, 
·~~ity rail capital 
given to acquisition 
to(:l, and electric buses of clean fuel buses and rail rolling 
and urban rail transit vehicles. Third )+iority shall be given 
• 
to the projects and purposes authorized subdivisions (b), (d), 
(f), (g), (h), and (i) of section 7103 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code, and transit operations 
of section 99390. Funds available pur 
each year shall go to fund projects or 
highest priority that have a need for 
may be allocated to lower priorities if 
uant to subdivision (b) 
to this paragraph in 
identified as 
in that year. Funds 
higher priorities do 
not have a need for funds in that year, a dete by the 
recipient agency. 
The committee shall detezmine that expenditure of the 
funds pursuant to this paragraph will, to the maximnm extent 
practicable, further the goal of prov a fully integrated 
bus, rail, air, and waterborne transit sytem which increases 
passenger convenience and complements the state's substantial 
existing transportation investments. 
(A) San Diego Association of 
following projects shall receive equal 
(1) A tunnel or other 
speed of commuter rail service in San 
27 
• The 
priority for funding: 
ects to increase the 
County. 
• (ii) Expansion of light rail service. 
(B) Imperial County Board of Supervisors. 
(C) Orange County Transportation Authority. The first 
priority for funding shall be for the design, engineering, and 
construction of an initial segment of an urban rail transit 
system wi~hin Orange County. 
(D) Riverside County Transportation Commission. The 
• 
• 
following projects shall receive the same highest priority for 
funding: capital improvements and rolling stock on the passenger 
rail lines between Riverside and San Jacinto, between Riverside 
and Irvine, between Riverside and Fullerton, and between 
Riverside and Los Angeles via ontario. 
(E) San Bernardino County Transportation Commission. 
(F) Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority. No more than ten percent of the annual allocation to 
the Authority pursuant to this paragraph shall be for the Red 
Line extension, regardless of the priorities set by the Authority 
pursuant to subparagraph (ii) of this paragraph. 
(i) Extension of the Blue Line light rail line 
from Los Angeles to East Pasadena in the San Gabriel Valley shall 
receive the highest priority in funding. 
(ii) Second priority shall be given to construct 
and extend urban rail transit lines, and for construction of and 
acquisition of rolling stock and equipment for electric trolley 
bus lines and electric bus lines. The Authority shall establish 
the priority order of expenditures pursuant to this subparagraph. 
(G) Ventura County Transportation Commission. First 
priority for funding shall be for extension to the City of San 
28 
-
, 
Buenaventura of existing ter rail s ice. 
(H) santa Barbara county Ass 
(1) San Luis Obispo County 
tion of 
(J) A joint application submit 
~~l of Governments. 
by the regional 
transportation planning agencies of Santa Cruz, San Benito, and 
Monterey Counties, or separate applicat .~ 
counties if the proposed projects are 
• 
• (X) A joint application submi 
from anyone of these 
ific to one county. -
by the regional 
transportation planning agencies of Kern, Tulare, Kings, Fresno, 
Madera, Merced, stanislaus, and San Joaqu Counties. 
Improvements to the intercity rail t rtation corridor 
connecting Bakersfield and Stockton shall receive highest 
priority for funding. The committee shall award funds to the 
appropriate agencies to undertake a study of intercity rail 
transportation service on the rail route n Exeter and 
Huron, including Visalia, Hanford, and 
and shall award funds to implement the 
intezmediate points, 
*uice if it is found to 
be feasible from financial and engineer 
(L) A joint application submit 
transportation planning agencies of Tuol 
Mariposa, Inyo, Mono, and Alpine Counties 
(M) Sacramento County. The 
submitted by the Sacramento Area Council 
(i) Highest priority for 
Sacramento Regional Transit District to 
south from Sacramento, serving Sacramento 
(ii) Seoond priority ahall 
extension of light rail service to Antelnr 
Sacramento Metropolitan Airport. 
(iii) Third priority shall 
perspectives. 
by the regional 
, Amador, Calaveras, 
ication shall be 
Governments. 
ing shall be to the 
nd light rail service 
ity College. _ 
given equally to the 
Road, Folsom, and 
given equally to the 
, 
, 
extension of light rail service from Antelope Road to Roseville, 
provision of passenger rail service from Sacramento to Colfax, 
Davis, Truckee, Woodland, and Marysville-Yuba City and to 
acquisition of a rail right-of-way from Folsom to Placerville. 
(N) A joint application submitted by the regional 
transportation planning agencies of El Dorado, Yolo, Placer, 
Nevada, sutter and Yuba Counties. Highest priority shall be -
• 
• 
given equally to the extension of light rail service from 
Antelope Road to Roseville, provision of passenger rail service 
to Sacramento from Colfax, Davis, Truckee, Woodland, and 
Marysville-Yuba city and to acquisition of a rail right-of-way 
from Folsom to Placerville. 
(0) A joint application submitted by the regional 
transportation planning agencies of Colusa, Glenn, Butte, Tehama, 
Shasta, Trinity, Lake,and Siskiyou counties. 
(P) A joint application submitted by the regional 
transportation planning agencies of Sierra, Plumas, Modoc, and 
Lassen Counties. 
(Q) A joint application submitted by the regional 
transportation planning agencies of Del Norte, Humboldt, and 
Mendocino Counties. The first priority for funding shall be the 
rehabilitation of the rail lines owned by the North Coast 
Railroad Authority. 
(R) Metropolitan Transportation sion. Of the 
-
funds received by the Commission, two million dollars 
($2,000,000) a year (increasing at rate of the consumer price 
index) may be used to fund projects and studies related to 
improving the efficiency of public transit. This subparagraph 
shall not be interpreted in a way which promotes privatization of 
public transit systems. • 
• 
(i) The following proj _~ 
"-
highest priority in funding: 
(a) Construction or 
passenger rail corridor connecting the 
rail system and a station on the San 
• 
Transit District Fremont line. 
shall receiye equal 
,nrovement of a 
Clara County light 
Bay Area Rapid 
(b) A high priority ight rail line -
• • 
identified by the San Francisco Public ities Commission. 
(c) A high priority ight rail line 
identified by the Alameda Contra Costa it District's light 
rail corridor study. 
(d) Rehabilitation the San Francisco Bay 
Area Rapid Transit District's existing of rolling stock. 
(e) The "Metro East" ight rail maintenance 
and storage facility in San Francisco. 
(f) A high priority 1 
identified by the Santa Clara County T 
rail project 
it District. 
(ii) After the projects in subparagraph (i) are 
completed, further expenditures for addit onal public 
transportation projects, including exclus've public mass transit 
guideways, shall be for priorities 
Transportation ssion, consistent 
this subparagraph. Any expenditures 
subparagraph for passenger rail projects 
to the following equal priorities: (1) 
project measured in t of least cost 
by the Metropolitan 
the requirements of 
t to this 
1 be made according 
effectiveness of the 
new transit rider, -
(2) rehabilitation and other operational ts to existing 
passenger rail service, (3) projects whi have the lowest 
percentage of trips to and from the stati by automobile, and 
(4) projects which promote transit use wi highly urbanized 
, 
, 
areas. 
(3) (A) Notwithstanding any other requirement of this 
section, the committee may allocate up to ten percent of the 
funds available annually pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 
99390, at the request of the department, for construction of a 
new, separ~te high speed intercity passenger main rail line 
connecting Los Angeles, Bakersfield, Fresno, and San Jose, witb 
• 
• 
connections to San Francisco via the CalTrain corridor, and 
connections to Oakland. Funding may also be allocated for 
construction and operation of a new, separate, high speed 
intercity passenger rail line connecting the main line to 
Stockton and Sacramento. These funds shall only be deployed in a 
manner that maximizes private investment in such a line. As used 
in this paragraph, "high speed" train service means passenger 
rail service that attains a speed of at least 150 miles per hour. 
It shall be the goal of the state to provide high speed 
train service, if sufficient funds become available, between Los 
Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area via the San Joaquin Valley 
by the year 2010. The committee shall make a decision whether to 
allocate funds pursuant to this paragraph no later than December 
31, 1998, but the timing of the allocation of the funds shall be 
at the discretion of the committee • 
• 
(B) The committee may allocate up to twenty 
million dollars ($20,000,000) per year of the funds available 
annually from the transit capital improvement program established 
pursuant to Section 99317 for up to thirty years for the purpos~s 
of subparagraph (A). The allocation made pursuant to this 
subparagraph shall commence at the discretion of the committee, 
if the committee decides to allocate funds pursuant to 
subparagraph (A). 
, 
= , , 
, 
, 
99391.7. Ca) For urban rail transit proj as defined in 
section 164.50 of the streets and Highway Code, the state 
funding share provided pursuant to Secti 99391 shall be 100 
percent for the first fifteen million dQI ars ($15,000,000) 
(increasing at the rate of the consumer 
new construction. For the portion of cos 
ice index) per mile of 
of urban rail transit 
projects in excess of fifteen million dol ars ($15,000,000) per 
'. 
mile (increasing at the rate of the price index) the 
committee shall require 50 percent from nonstate sources. 
(b) Intercity and commuter rail proj s shall not require 
any matching nons tate funds. 
(c) Notwithstanding any other provis on of law, or the 
requirements of subdivision (a), funds 
article by a local agency can be used to 
ived pursuant to this 
t the matching fund 
requirements of Part 11.5 (commencing wi I Section 99600). 
(b) of Section 99393. (a) Funding pursuant to subdivisi~n 
99393.4 shall only be available for all tion to transit 
operators in an "area" of "apportionment" that has remaining 
transit needs after local transportation s and state transit 
assistance funds have been fully alloca to transit purposes, 
as those telms are used in section 99231. All funds that are not 
allocated for transit operations pursuant to this section shall 
be transferred for allocation pursuant to section 191.1 of the 
Streets and Highways Code for highway-rai road grade separations, 
as provided by that section. 
-
(b) The committee shall notify the troller of the amount 
of funding required for transit operating needs of statewide 
significance pursuant to subdivision (a) 
controller shall apportion the remaining 
section 99393.4. The 
pursuant to 
, 
, 
subdivision (b) of section 99393.4. The Controller shall 
estimate revenue likely to be received by agencies receiving 
funding pursuant to section 99393.4 and provide this infolmation 
to the agencies. 
(c) First priority in the expenditure of funds by local 
operators pursuant to paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (b) 
of section 99393.4 shall be for meeting the needs of disabled 
• 
• 
persons pursuant to the requirements of the federal Americans 
with Disabilities Act (P.L. 101-336): for the continuance of 
• 
paratransit services provided pursuant to the provisions of 
-
Chapter 4 of Part 11 of Division 10 to persons 65 years of age or 
older: for prevention of crime, gang activity, and graffiti on 
public transit systems and vehicles; and for increasing the 
efficiency and cost effectiveness of transit system operations. 
This subdivision shall not be interpreted in a way which promotes 
privatization of public transit systems. 
Cd) At least ninety percent (90%) of all funds received by 
any agency pursuant to this section shall be expended to provide 
direct transit service to the public, consistent with the other 
requirements of the section. 
99393.1. In order to receive an allocation for transit operating 
funds pursuant to sections 99313, 99314, and 99393, a transit 
operator shall be required to be in compliance with all of the 
following, except that the committee, after a public hearing, may 
waive or.modify the requirements of all or part of subdivision& 
(b) and (c) on a substantial showing by the operator that either 
or both of these requirements are financially or otherwise 
infeasible. The committee may delegate its power to waive these 
requirements as they apply to transit operators which are 
, 
''---'' 
, 
, 
entirely within the jurisdiction of a transportation 
planning agency to that transportation ing agency. 
Guidelines governing the implementation this section shall be 
adopted by the committee in consultation th regional 
transportation planning agencies and tors and public transit 
users. . 
(a) The operator has adopted and is lementing an anti~ 
• 
• • 
graffiti policy which has as a goal that transit vehicle 
containing any graffiti is dispatched at beginning of a 
service day unless the graffiti has firs been removed. 
(b) The operator offers free transf on payment of a 
regular fare valid for use on its system minimum of 90 
minutes. 
(c) The operator offers a day pass, monthly pass, and an 
annual pass valid for unlimited rides on ts system for the time 
specified. Passes may be offered for one or more zones, in 
addition to the operator's entire system. Operators shall accept 
credit cards and provide a billing optionl for discounted annual 
passes. This subdivision shall apply onl to operators with 
average daily weekday ridership of more 
trips, and not to operators whose fare struct 
distance. 
5,000 unlinked 
res are based on 
(d) The operator accepts the Califor~ia Pass authorized 
pursuant to Section 14036.6 of the Code for travel on 
its system without requiring payment of 
(e) Free transfers shall be offered 
• 
additional fare. 
transit customers 
-
connecting from an urban rail transit or ter rail line to a 
local bus system serving a rail station. Rail and bus operators 
shall be reimbursed for their reasonable sts of providing and 
accepting rail-to-bus transfers from fund eligible for 
- -
• 
, 
'. 
allocation for this purpose by the appropriate transportation 
planning agency, county transportation commission, or transit 
development board. Each allocating agency, as appropriate, shall 
establish guidelines governing the implementation of this 
subdivision, including the amount of reimbursement to operators. 
Operators ~f bus systems shall have as a goal to coordinate bus 
schedule.s to maximize timely connections between buses and -
• 
trains. 
(f) At the request of a campus of the University of 
California, the California state University, a community college, 
or any other institution of higher learning, a transit operator 
shall enter into an agreement with the university or college to 
provide unlimited use of its system at no charge to students with 
a valid registration card in exchange for a regular lump-sum 
payment by the university, college, or institution to the 
operator sufficient to cover the costs to the operator of the 
agreement. The implementation of such an agreement shall be a 
high priority for use of parking fees and parking penalties 
received by a college campus. 
(g) The operator offers at least a fifty (50) percent 
discount from the regular fare, rounded to the nearest quarter 
dollar, to persons 65 years of age and older, and to disabled 
persons, at a minimum during off-peak travel periods on service 
available to the general public. The committee, after a public 
hearing, may waive or modify the requirements of Section 99268.3, 
99268.4, and 99268.9, whichever are applicable, if compliance 
-
• 
with this subdivision causes violation of the applicable farebox 
recovery requirement. 
(h) The operator of a passenger rail service has adopted and 
is implementing a highway-railroad grade crossing safety program 
, 
, 
which includes the use of automated enf t technoloqy at 
grade crossings with 5,000 or more weekday vehicle 
crossings to reduce accidents, fatalities and injuries at grade 
crossings. The operator shall agree to 
this technology at existing grade cross~~, 
at new graue crossings at the time of 
and implement 
by the year 2000, and 
truction. Acquisition 
and implementation of this technology may be funded by funds • 
• • 
provided to operators pursuant to 
99393. The committee may waive this requ 
highway-railroad grade crossings on a 
that it is not necessary to reduce acci 
injuries at that grade crossing. 
99393.3. Funding for transit operations 
this article shall not be allocated to 
where a finding has been made by the 
agency pursuant to section 99401.5 that 
transit needs or no unmet transit needs 
99390, 99391, and 
t at individual 
ing by the operator 
, fatalities, and 
ailable pursuant to 
area of apportionment 
portation planning 
are either no unmet 
are reasonable to 
meet within that jurisdiction. As used i this section, "area" 
has the same meaning as in section 99231. 
99393.4. (a) Of the funds available 
funds shall be allocated first to the fol 
to section 99393, 
ing programs of 
statewide priority: 
(1) Upon a finding that the Na ional Park service will 
implemen~ a plan to restrict entry of pri ate vehicles into 
Yosemite Valley, other than persons with 
reservations and disabled persons, such 
• 
a,Lil::med camping 
as are necessary, 
up to a limit of four million dollars ($4 000,000) a year 
-
(increasing at the rate of the consumer J~. ice index) to operate a 
--
, 
, 
frequent and convenient public transportation system within the 
park and connecting Merced with Yosemite Valley shall be made 
available to the department for allocation to the National Park 
Service. In order to be eligible to receive funds pursuant to 
this paragraph, the National Park Service shall maintain a level 
• 
of funding for public transit service at least equal to the 
funding provided in 1993-94 (increasing at the rate of the -
• 
consumer price index) for the park shuttle services. 
(2) Upon a finding that the Tahoe Transportation 
District authorized pursuant to section 66801 of the Government 
Code has been activated, funding up to a limit of one million 
dollars ($1,000,000) a year (increasing at the rate of the 
• 
consumer price index) shall be available for a unified transit 
system serving the California portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin and 
Truckee. In order to be eligible to receive an allocation of 
funds pursuant to this paragraph, the Tahoe Transportation 
District shall certify that it is scheduled to receive all of the 
local transportation funds and state transit assistance funds 
eligible to be used for public transit purposes that are 
apportioned to its area. 
(b) Of the remaining funds available pursuant to section 
99393, the funds shall be distributed as follows: 
(1) One third of the funds shall be allocated by the 
controller pursuant to the same fo%mula as in section 99313. 
(2) One third of the funds shall be allocated by the 
Controller pursuant to the same fOlmula as in Section 99314. 
-
(3) (A) Notwithstanding the priorities in subdivision 
(c) of section 99393, one third of the funds shall be allocated 
by the Controller using the same f la as in section 99313, and 
shall be used to increase the frequency of service along routes 
, 
, 
that have the greatest potential to se ridership if that 
service frequency is increased. Eligibl projects shall only 
• 
include bus and urban rail transit that have basic weekday 
service frequency of not less than thirt minutes and commuter 
rail routes that have basic weekday serv frequency of not less 
than sixty minutes during peak hours. rail routes frequency 
augmentations can take place at hours than the peak if it 
• 
• 
is dete that such service will se the overall 
passenger utilization of the service. it is not practicable 
to use the funds for this purpose, they I be used to increase 
the frequency of basic weekday service bus and rail routes 
which have the greatest potential to inc ase ridership if the 
service frequency is increased. Allocat.~ 
this paragraph may include funds necessa 
paratransit service, as required by the 
Disabilities Act (P.L. 101-336), which 
service provided as a result of the all 
made pursuant to 
for increases in 
eral Americans with 
complementary to the 
tion. 
The committee shall adopt guidelines for the distribution of 
these funds by the recipient agencies, on public hearings, 
to implement this subdivision. The guide ines shall include 
evaluation of the success of the programs funded in increasing 
ridership. The committee shall insure t multi-county or 
multi-agency rail commuter systems are uded in the guidelines 
with equal standing with bus and rail ope tors included within 
each agency or region. 
(B) Funds allocated pursu 
to increase service frequency shall conti 
the same programs in succeeding years if 
and sustain ridership to or near levels a 
projected in the original grant applicati 
to subparagraph (AJ 
to be allocated to 
programs increase 
least as high as 
• 
, 
, 
(c) All administrative and eligibility provisions applicable 
to the state Transit Assistance program shall be applicable to 
the funds allocated pursuant to this section, including but not 
limited to the provisions in sections 99312.7, 99313.6, 99313.7, 
99314.3, 99314.6, and 99314.7, as applicable. The funds from 
this section shall be deposited in special subaccounts of state 
transit assistance funds created pursuant to Section 99313.6. -
• 
• 
99393.5. Local public agencies that acquire or have acquired 
rail rights-of-way with state funding participation, in the event 
those lines are used jointly for commuter and intercity rail 
services, shall work cooperatively with the department and Amtrak 
to properly schedule all trains in accordance with scheduling 
practices adopted by major railroads for similar corridors. 
Where commuter service exists, intercity trains shall 
generally be scheduled to serve a minimnm nnmber of intezmediate 
stops and shall no lly run on a regular schedule. Local 
agencies, the department, and Amtrak shall consult with one 
another prior to making scheduling decisions. Unresolved disputes 
• 
between local agencies, and between local agencies and the 
department shall be arbitrated through a procedure approved by 
the committee. No party advocating one of the disputed positions 
shall be designated an arbitrator in the mediation efforts. 
Local agencies shall also provide access to ticket machines for 
intercity ticket sales, on such telms as the parties may agree, 
unless such access subjects the agencies to additional federal _ 
regulation. Commqter and intercity service shall be operated in 
a manner that maximizes public convenience. 
99396. All capital outlay funds allocated by the committee or 
• 
, 
, 
expended by the the commission, and all capital outlay 
department shall be subject to the requi 
(a) The department in expending 
of this section. 
ital outlay funds, and 
any public agencies receiving capital lay funds from the 
commission, the committee, or the may not expend more 
than twen~y percent (20%) of those funds administrative 
overhead. At least eighty percent (80%) f those funds received 
, 
, including must be'spent on actual project 
acquisition of rights-of-way. The commi , the commission and 
, 
the department shall prepare a report ing the expenditure of 
the capital outlay funds which are saved implementation 
of this section. 
(b) The Controller shall annually a it compliance with the 
requirements of subdivision (a) by the 
agencies receiving such capital outlay 
nt and any other 
The commission 
shall advance to the Controller the costs estimated by the 
Controller in perfoLming such audits for 
and for the other costs incurred by the 
ensuing fiscal year 
troller pursuant to 
the act, as defined in section 99399. If the Controller finds 
that the department or another agency iving capital outlay 
funds have not complied with the requ s of subdivision (a), 
the Controller may take any necessary act on, including 
litigation, issuing a direct order, or of tting any funds 
expended in violation of this section in 
pursuant to section 12419.5 of the Gove~~' 
Controller may also adopt regulations to 
nt fiscal years 
Code. The 
rther define ... 
• 
"administrative overhead" as used in this ection. The adoption 
and amendment of regulations pursuant to ~p. s SUbdivision shall 
not be subject to the requirements of Part 1 of Division 3 of 
Title 2 of the Government Code. 
, 
, 
(c) In the event of any conflict between this subdivision 
and section 14524.16 of the Code, this subdivision 
shall prevail. 
99397. (a) The committee may request the Treasurer to sell 
revenue bonds secured by the revenue streams allotted to capital 
• 
outlay projects pursuant to this article on a schedule that wi~l 
• 
• 
provide the funds when needed as identified in the program 
described in this article, including the funds identified in 
subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3) of subdivision (c) of section 
99391. The Treasurer is authorized to sell such revenue bonds 
pursuant to this section. Nothing in this section shall 
authorize the sale of general obligation bonds without a vote of 
the people. 
(b) The recipient agencies named in subdivision (c) of 
section 99391 may request the committee to request the Treasurer 
to sell revenue bonds for the construction of projects funded 
pursuant to that paragraph consistent with a reasonable 
assnmption about revenues which would be allocated to that 
regional agency, and the committee may make such a request if it 
is consistent with the requirements of subdivision (a), and the 
remainder of this act (as defined in Section 99399). 
99398. (a) This section shall not become operative if a general 
obligation bond act primarily for rail or other transportation 
purposes appears on the General Election or other statewide .. 
• 
ballot in November 1994. 
(b) Notwithstanding section 13340 of the Government Code or 
any other provision of law, the first 20 percent of revenue 
available each year from the Retail Sales Tax Fund derived from 
• 
, 
, 
• 
. -
the additional tax imposed by Sections 
Revenue and Taxation Code, pursuant to 
and 6201.8 of the 
7103 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code is continuously appropriated to the 
committee without regard to fiscal years meet programming 
commitments made by the ssion in the 1992 State 
Transportation Improvement Program that 
been funded by general obligation bonds 
• 
• 
re intended to have 
sued pursuant to -
with Section Article 1 of Chapter 19 of Division 3 (:0: 
2703) of the Streets and Highways Code. 
of one billion dollars ($1,000,000,000) h 
such time as a total 
been made available 
to the committee pursuant to this section all revenues available 
pursuant to section 7103 of the Revenue Taxation Code shall 
be allocated as provided by that section, and this section shall 
be inoperative. The Board of Equalizati , in consultation with 
the Controller, shall adopt regulations implement this 
subdivision. The adoption and amendment regulations pursuant 
to this subdivision shall not be subject 
Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the 
(c) Notwithstanding section 99391 a 
the requirements of 
rnment Code. 
any other provision 
of law, if this section takes effect the I ttee shall, with 
the funds remaining after the implementa of subdivision (b), 
give first priority to funding the proj designated in 
paragraph (1) of subdivision (c) of secti 99391, before funding 
projects and programs in subdivisions (b) through (i) of Section 
7103 of the Revenue and Taxation Code and paragraphs (2) and (3) 
of subdivision (c) of section 99391. 
-
• 
99398.1. The Legislature may amend this rticle, by statute 
passed in each house of the Legislature roll call vote entered 
in the journal, four-fifths of the member ip concurring, if the 
, 
, 
statute is consistent with and furthers the purposes of this act, 
as defined by section 99399. However, the Legislature may not 
amend subdivision (c) of section 99388; Sections 99389, 99390, 
99391. 99391.7, and 99393.3; subdivision (a) of Section 99393.4, 
or sections 99398 and 99398.1. 
.. 
SECTION 17. Article 7.6 (commencing with section 99399) is added 
• 
• 
to Chapter 4, Part 11, Division 10 of the Public Utilities Code 
to read: 
• 
Article 7.6 General Provisions Applicable to the Clean Air, 
Jobs, and Transportation Efficiency Act of 1994. 
99399. The Clean Air, Jobs, and Transportation Efficiency Act of 
1994 consists of Section 14502.5 and Section 29531 (as amended) 
of the Government Code; section 25619 of the Public Resources 
Code; sections 99232 (as amended), 99310.5 (as amended), 99310.6, 
99310.7, 99310.8, 99310.9, 99311 (as amended), 99312 (as 
amended), 99315.5 (as amended), 99316 (as amended), Article 7.5 
(commencing with section 99385) of Chapter 4 of Part 11 of 
Division 10, Article 7.6 (commencing with section 99399) of 
Chapter 4 of Part 11 of Division 10, and Division 26 (commencing 
with Section 250000) of the Public utilities Code; Sections 
97.05, 6052, 6201.8, 6480.1 (as amended), 7102 (as amended), and 
7103, of the Revenue and Taxation Code; and sections 164.561, 
191.1, 1~5, 196, 197, 199.12, 199.13, 199.14, and 894.5 of the -
Streets and Highways Code. For purposes of this article, nactn 
means the Clean Air, Jobs, and Transportation Efficiency Act of 
1994. 
AA 
, 
, 
99399.1. (a) It is the intent of the of the state of 
• 
California in approving this act that d any statute or 
amendment to the Constitution be app on November 8, 1994 
that could prevent this act from taking ffect, the People intend 
that this act go into effect, regardless of the passage of any 
such statute or Constitutional Amendment and regardless of the 
number of votes received by any measure the November 8, 199-4 
• 
• 
• • 
ballot. 
(b) This act shall take effect notw standing any other 
provision of law. 
Cc) It is the express intent of the s that this act 
shall take effect and become operative a 12:01 a.m. on November 
8, 1994. 
Cd) It is the express intent of the oters that this act 
shall take effect and become operative if the Constitution 
is amended at the November 8, 1994, ele n to prohibit or 
restrict the enactment of new taxation. 
99399.2. If any provision of this act __ I the application thereof 
is held invalid, the invalidity shall affect other provisions 
or applications of the act which can be effect without the 
invalid provision or application, and to is end the provisions 
of this act are severable. 
99399.3. For purposes of this act, the lowing tezms used in 
the act have the following meanings, unle s expressly stated 
• 
otherwise: 
Ca) "Account" is the Transportation Planning and 
Development Account, as continued and cre ted in section 99310, 
unless another account is specifically • 
-
, 
, 
(b) "Administrative Overhead" is al~ noncapital costs 
incurred through the award of the construction contract. These 
costs include the costs incurred by outside contractors. With 
• 
respect to the department, "administrative overhead" includes the 
prorated share of distributed departmental administration, as 
identified in the Governor's proposed budget, attributable to 
project development activities. -The calculation of the prorated 
. -
• 
share of departmental administration shall exclude tort payments, 
the costs of legal services associated with those payments, and 
the costs associated with projects for which the department has 
provided design oversight only, or has not been the responsible 
agency for project design. In any conflict between this 
definition and its application, and the provisions of section 
14524.16 of the Government Code, the provisions of this 
definition shall prevail. 
(c) "C ittee" means the Rail Committee of the California 
Transportation Commission established pursuant to section 14502.5 
of the Government Code. 
(d) "Electrification" means conversion of bus lines to 
electrical operation and creation of new electrically powered bus 
lines through the purchase of electric vehicles, and the 
installation of equipment allowing electrically operated buses to 
have access to a central electric power system. Electrification 
also means the construction of new electrically-powered urban 
rail transit passenger transportation systems, including 
acquisition of rolling stock, related infrastructure, and rights-
• 
of-way to provide such service. Electrification also includes 
acquisition of electric vehicles used to transport the public to 
and from rail stations. 
(e) "Light rail" means an urban rail transit project which 
, 
, 
uses surface streets or a dedicated riqh of way, but excludes 
commuter rail and intercity rail proj 
(f) "Mass transportation" means ic transportation 
services and facilities nOlmally prov to or offered to the 
qeneral public, and services and faciliti funded pursuant to 
subparaqraphs (B), (K), and (N) of par (1) and subdivision 
(Q) of paraqraph (2) of subdivision (c) . -Sect~on 99391, and 
• • 
does not include services available only a restricted group or 
category of persons, except for community transit services as 
defined in Section 99275. "Mass transpo 
transportation systems", and transportat 
qroup, as detelmined by the transportation 
tion" includes "public 
services for any 
planninq aqency, 
requiring specialized transportation assi tance as provided in 
subdivisions (c), (d), and (e) of section 99400. 
(g) "Rail" means projects using st rd railroad technology 
or urban rail transit technology, using t cks consisting of two 
• 
parallel rails and rolling stock riding top of the rails. 
"Rail" also means other urban rail transi technology utilizing 
rails or monorails if the technology is in urban 
operation. 
(h) "Riqht-of-way" means right-of 
includinq separate riqht-of-way al 
freiqht lines. 
(i) "state Highway Account" is the 
the state transportation fund. 
for rail purposes, 
adjacent to existing 
te Highway Account in 
(j) "Subaccount" means the Clean Air Jobs, and 
-
Transportation Efficiency Act subaccount 
Planninq and Development Account establi 
99310.6. 
(k) "Urban rail transit" is as def •• 
. -
the Transportation 
pursuant to section 
in section 164.50 of 
• 
, 
, 
-
the streets and Highways Code. 
(1) Unless otherwise defined in this act, the definitions 
in subdivisions (a), (b) (c), (d), (e), (h), (i), and (k) in 
• 
section 99602 shall apply to this act. In the case of conflict 
between the definitions of section 99602 and this section, the 
definitions in this section shall prevail. 
-
• 
• 
99399.4. This act shall be liberally construed to further its 
purposes, especially with respect to being allowed to take 
• 
effect. 
99399&5. Any conflict between a provision in this act and any 
other provision of law in existence prior to the effective date 
of this act shall be resolved in favor of the provision in this 
act. 
99399.6. Any ambiguity or uncertainty with respect to this act 
shall be resolved in a manner that is consistent with the intent 
and purposes of this act as expressed in sections 99399.10 and 
99399.13. 
99399.7. Every project undertaken pursuant to this act shall 
comply with the California Environmental Quality Act (Division 13 
(commencing with section 21000) of the Public Resources Code). 
99399.8. The act shall be implemented in the most expeditious -
• 
manner. All state and local officials shall implement this act 
to the fullest extent of their authority. 
99399.9. section 5358 of the Elections Code shall not apply to 
• 
, 
, 
this act. The intent of this section is to assure that the act 
can be carried out in an orderly and • 1ve manner • 
• 
99399.10. The purpose of this act is to provide funds for public 
transportation construction and opera ; to protect 
transportation funding sources from be diverted for non-
transportation purposes; to increase the safety and convenience 
• 
• 
of the public, the disabled and elderly their use of 
California public transportation systems to reduce the cost of 
administrative overhead in building t tion systems; to 
save energy and improve air quality by iding a more efficient 
transportation system as an alternative the single passenger 
vehicle: and to provide jobs and economi development through 
development and operation of public tran ion facilities 
throughout California. 
99399.11. Construction projects or works of improvement for 
facilities which are paid for in part or whole using funds 
from the subaccount or provided by subdiv ion (c) of section 
7103 of the Revenue and Taxation Code sha 1 be considered public 
works projects subject to Chapter 1 (:0: 
1720) of Part 7 of Division 2 of the 
enforced by the Department of Industrial 
manner in which it carries out this 
Labor Code. 
• 
99399.14. The allocation of a grant or 
cing with section 
Code and shall be 
lations in the same 
ibility under the 
ants to a state or 
... 
local agency for a particular project or pursuant to any 
provision of this act shall not preclude ligibility for an 
additional allocation of grant funds to same state or local 
, 
, 
• 
• 
agency pursuant to other provisions of this act or any other 
provision of law, for the same project or program or a different 
project or program. 
99399.15. Any commuter or intercity rail cars purchased with 
state funds shall be designed to accommodate a min of four 
-bicycles per car. The design shall allow seating for passengers 
• 
in the space designated for bicycles if the space is not needed 
for bicycles. This section is consistent with the intent of 
Section 99683, and is not in conflict with that section. 
99399.16. The Legislature may amend sections 99399.11, 99399.14, 
and 99399.15, by statute passed in each house of the Legislature 
by roll call vote entered in the journal, four-fifths of the 
membership concurring, if the statute is consistent with and 
furthers the purposes of this act, as defined in section 99399. 
99399.17. Any state or local agency that expends any capital 
outlay funds appropriated by this act shall in the expenditure of 
those funds, to the maximum extent practicable, utilize the 
services of the California Conservation Corps and local community 
conservation corps as defined in section 14507.5 of the Public 
Resources Code, or as certified to be eligible by the California 
Conservation Corps. 
SECTION 18. Division 26 (commencing with section 250000) is 
added to the Public utilities Code as follows: 
• 
Division 26. San Francisco Bay Area-Los Angeles Rail Corridor 
Joint Powers Agency. 
-
, 
, 
• 
250000. (a) The Counties of santa Clara santa Cruz, Monterey, 
• 
San Benito, San Luis Obispo, santa 
Angeles shall the San Francisco Bay 
Corridor Joint Powers Agency for the 
constructing, and operating a fast train 
, Ventura, and Los 
-Los Angeles Rail 
of acquiring, 
rcity, tourist, 
commuter, and urban rail corridor between the San Francisco Bay 
Area an~ Los Angeles. Each county shall one vote on the -
-
Agency's Board. Each county shall be 
board by its regional transportation 
sented on the agency's 
• 1ng agency, or county 
transportation iss ion in counties commissions, or the 
Board of Supervisors in other counties in regions with 
statutorily created multi-county regional transportation planning 
• agenc1es. It shall be the goal of the J Powers Agency to 
establish fast train intercity passenger 
transporting passengers between the San 
il service capable of 
ncisco Bay Area and 
Los Angeles in less than six hours. previously designated 
pursuant to Part 11 (commencing with Sect on 99600) of Division 
10 for the member counties of the Joint r Agency may also be 
utilized for this purpose, and for the of urban rail 
systems between watsonville Junction and anta Cruz, and between 
Monterey and the main Coast Line. The shall coordinate 
with the Department of Transportation; ; the Association of 
Monterey Bay Area Governments; and tran tion agencies and 
operators representing the counties of Francisco, Alameda, 
Contra Costa and San Mateo in order to as appropriate 
interconnections with other rail and bus 
(b) The San Francisco Bay Area-Los 
Joint Powers Agency shall have the follow.u 
• rv1ce. 
es Rail Corridor 
powers: 
-
(1) To acquire real and personal property of every kind 
for passenger rail purposes by grant, gi , devise, lease, 
, 
, 
purchase or eminent domain, and to hold, use, sell, lease, or 
transfer any such property. 
(2) To enter into any contract necessary to carry out 
its powers including any contract with the Department of 
Transportation, Amtrak or any private entity to operate train 
• servl.ce. -
(3) To establish or change rates, charges, and 
• 
• 
services. The Public utilities Commission shall have no 
jurisdiction over the Joint Powers Agency or any of its 
activities except as to matters of public safety. 
-
(4) To apply for and receive additional local, state, 
and federal funds for passenger rail purposes. 
(5) To indemnify and defend any railroad corporation, 
regardless of its negligence, that operates passenger rail 
selvices for the Joint Powers Agency pursuant to contract. 
(6) To appoint an Executive Officer, and to employ 
staff and legal counsel. 
(7) To sue and be sued. 
(c) The Legislature may amend subdivisions (a) and (b) of 
this section by statute passed in each house of the Legislature 
by roll call vote entered in the journal, four-fifths of the 
membership concurring, if the statute is consistent with and 
furthers the purposes of this act, as defined in Section 99399, 
and does not diminish the powers of the Agency with respect to 
the acquisition and operation of the rail corridor. 
-
SECTION 19. section 97.05 is added to the Revenue and Taxation 
Code to read: 
97.05. (a) Locally generated property tax revenues have been 
, 
, 
• 
and continue to be an important source 0 revenue for many local 
• 1a. transportation agencies throughout Calif~r 
(b) The Legislature shall not or reallocate the 
percentage of property tax revenues all ated to local 
transportation agencies, including singl county and multiple 
county agencies, regardless of the tion of the governing 
boards of such agencies, below the pe~~· 
• 
• 
allocations made to such agencies for 
(c) If a statute directly or indi 
of property tax 
1992-93 fiscal year. 
. .£.y reduces or 
-
reallocates any property tax revenues ired by this section 
to be allocated to one or more local rtation agencies so 
that the percentage of property tax allocated to such 
agency or agencies is reduced below the 1 1 provided in 
subdivision (b), within ninety days of I effective date of the 
statute the Controller shall transfer to agency or 
agencies, from the General Fund, an equal to the 
difference between the reduced or realloc ted property tax 
allocation and the amount of property tax the agency or agencies 
would otherwise have been entitled to had the reduction 
or reallocation not been made. There is appropriated 
from the General Fund an amount necessary to make any transfer 
required by this subdivision. 
SECTION 20. Section 6052 is added to the . and Taxation 
Code, to read: 
-
• 
6052. (a) In addition to the taxes impos I by the other 
provisions of this article, for the priv ege of selling motor 
vehicle fuel, as defined by Section 6480, at retail, a tax at 
the rate of four percent is hereby impos . upon all retailers on 
--
, 
, 
the gross receipts of the retailer from the sale of motor 
vehicle fuel at retail in this state on and after January 1, 
1995. The tax shall be subject to the prepayment requirements 
in Section 6480.1. 
(b) This tax is imposed pursuant to the Sales and Use Tax 
Law. . 
-
• 
• 
SECTION 21. section 6201.8 is added to the Revenue and Taxation 
Code, to read: 
6201.8. (a) In addition to the taxes imposed by the other 
provisions of this article, an excise tax is hereby imposed on 
the storage, use or other consumption in this state of motor 
vehicle fuel, as defined by section 6480, purchased from any 
retailer on or after January 1, 1995, for storage, use or other 
consumption in this state at the rate of four (4) percent of the 
sales price of the property. 
(b) This tax is imposed pursuant to the Sales and Use Tax 
Law. 
SECTION 22. section 6480.1 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is 
amended to read: 
6480.1. (a) After service of written notification by the 
board, on the first distribution in this state of motor vehicle 
fuel subject to the motor vehicle fuel license tax, the 
distributor shall collect prepayment of retail sales tax from 
the person to whom the motor vehicle fuel is distributed. The 
prepayment required to be collected by the distributor 
constitutes a debt owed by the distributor to this state until 
- . 
-
, 
, 
paid to the board, until satisfactory 
to prove that the retailer of the fuel 
tax to the board, or until a distributor 
f has been submitted 
paid the retail sales 
broker who has 
consumed the fuel has paid the use tax to the board. Each 
distributor shall report and pay the t amounts to the 
board, on a fOlm prescribed by the board, in the period in which 
the fuel is distributed. On each subs 
• 
• 
that motor vehicle fuel, each seller, 
shall collect from his or her purchaser a 
. .. -d~str~but~on of 
than the retailer, 
ayment computed 
using the rate applicable at the time of istribution. Each 
distributor shall provide his or her 
invoice for the collection of the 
be separately stated thereon. 
(b) After service of written notifi 
broker shall collect prepayment of the 
person to whom the motor vehicle fuel is 
prepayment required to be collected by 
with a receipt or 
t amounts which shall 
by the board, the 
i1 sales tax from the 
sferred. The 
broker constitutes a 
debt owed by the broker to the state until paid to the board, or 
until satisfactory proof has been submit 
retailer of the fuel has paid the tax to 
shall provide his or her purchaser with a 
the collection of the prepayment amounts 
separately stated thereon. 
to prove that the 
board. Each broker 
ipt or invoice for 
shall be 
Each broker shall report and pay the repayment amounts to 
the board, on a fOlm prescribed by the bo , in the period in 
which the fuel is distributed. The amount of prepayment paid hy 
the broker to his or her vendor shall 
against the amount of prepayment required 
remitted by the broker to the board. 
(c) A distributor or broker who pays 
.~.£.tute a credit 
be collected and 
e prepayment and 
, 
, 
issues a resale certificate to the seller, but subsequently 
consumes the fuel, shall be entitled to a credit against his or 
her sales and use taxes due and payable for the period in which 
the prepayment was made, provided that he or she reports and 
pays the use tax to the board on the consumption of that fuel. 
(d) The amount of a prepayment paid by the retailer or a 
distributor or broker who has consumed the fuel to the seller-
• 
• 
from whom he or she acquired the fuel shall constitute a credit 
against his or her sales and use taxes due and payable for the 
period in which the distribution was made. Failure of the 
distributor or broker to report prepayments or the distributor's 
or broker's failure to comply with any other duty under this 
article shall not constitute grounds for denial of the credit to 
the retailer, distributor, or broker, either on a temporary or 
pe~manent basis or otherwise. The retailer, distributor, or 
broker shall be entitled to the credit to the extent of the 
amount prepaid to his or her supplier as evidenced by purchase 
docnments, invoices, or receipts stating separately the amount 
of tax prepayment. 
(e) The rate of the prepayment required to be collected 
during the period from July 1, 1986, through March 31, 1987, 
shall be four cents ($0.04) per gallon of motor vehicle fuel 
distributed or transferred. 
(f) on April 1 of each succeeding year, the rate per 
gallon, rounded to the nearest one-half of one cent, of the 
required.prepayment shall be established by the board based upon 
80 percent of the combined state and local sales tax rate 
established by Sections 6051, 6051.2, 6051.3, 6052. and 7202 on 
the arithmetic average selling price (excluding sales tax) as 
dete~llIined by the state Energy Resources Conservation and 
/ 
, 
, 
, 
• 
Development Commission, in its latest 
"Quarterly oil Report," of all grades of 
self-service gasoline station. The 
dete%mination of the rate no later than 
prior to the effective date of the new 
making its dete ,He tion and setting of 
ication of the 
oline sold through a 
shall make its 
• 
1 of the year 
Immediately upon 
rate, the board 
shall each year, no later than January 1, notify by mail everY 
, 
• 
distributor, broker, and retailer of 
event the price of fuel decreases or i 
established rate results in prepayments 
vehicle fuel. In the 
ses, and the 
ich consistently 
exceed or are significantly lower than 
liability, the board may readjust the ra 
retailers' sales tax 
• 
• 
SECTION 23. Section 7102 of the Revenue Taxation Code is 
amended to read: 
7102. The money in the fund shall, upon r of the Controller, 
be drawn therefrom for refunds under thi part, and pursuant to 
Section 1793.25 of the Civil Code, or be ransferred in the 
-
• 
following manner: 
(a)(l) All revenues, less refunds, ived under this part· 
at the 4 3/4-percent rate, including the I sition of sales and 
use taxes with respect to the sale, , use, or other 
, 
, 
consumption of motor vehicle fuel which would not have been 
received if the sales and use tax rate had been 5 percent and if 
motor vehicle fuel, as defined for purposes of the Motor Vehicle 
Fuel License Tax Law (Part 2 ( with Section 7301», 
had been exempt from sales and use taxes, shall be estimated by 
the State-Board of Equalization, 
• 
.. 
, and shall be transferred quarterly to the 
• 
• • 
Transportation Planning and Development Account, a trust fund in 
the state Transportation Fund. The transfer shall occur on a 
quarterly basis regardless of estimates for future quarters. 
(2) All revenues, less refunds, derived under this part at 
the 4 3/4-percent rate, resulting from increasing after December 
31, 1989, the rate of tax imposed pursuant to the Motor Vehicle 
Fuel License Tax Law on motor vehicle fuel, as defined for 
purposes of that law, shall be transferred quarterly to the 
Transportation Planning and Development Account, a trust fund in 
the state Transportation Fund. 
(3) All revenues, less refunds, derived under this part at 
the 4 3/4-percent rate from the imposition of sales and use 
taxes on fuel, as defined for purposes of the Use Fuel Tax Law 
(Part 3 (commencing with. Section 8601», shall be estimated by 
the state Board of Equalization, 
, and shall be transferred quarterly to the 
Transportation Planning and Development Account, a trust fund in 
• 
the state Transportation Fund. 
(4) .. 
All 
• 
, 
• 
-
• 
• (5) All revenues, less refunds, der ved under this part 
from a rate of more than 4 3/4 percent suant to Sections 
6051.1 and 6201.1 for the period June 6, 990, to December 31, 
1990, inclusive, which is attributable to the imposition of 
Ie, storage, use, or sales and use taxes with respect to the 
other consumption of tangible personal 
as defined for purposes of the Use Fuel 
other than fuel, 
Law (Part 3 
(commencing with section 8601», shall be transferred to the 
• 
Disaster Relief Fund created by section 1 19 of the Government 
Code. 
(6) All revenues, less refunds, der ved under this part 
from a rate of more than 4 3/4 percent uant to sections 
6051.1 and 6201.1 for the period June 6, 990, to December 31, 
1990, inclusive, which is attributable to imposition of 
sales and use taxes with respect to the , storage, use, or 
other consumption of fuel, as defined for ses of the Use 
Fuel Tax Law (Part 3 (00 with S 
transferred to the Disaster Relief Fund 
~~ion 8601», shall be 
ted by section 16419 
of the Government Code. 
-
(7) All revenues, less refunds, der under this part 
from the taxes imposed pursuant to secti 6051.2 and 6201.2 
shall be transferred to the Sales Tax of the Local 
Revenue Fund for allocation to cities and ' ties as prescribed 
• 
, 
by statute. 
(8) All revenues, less refunds, derived under this part 
from the taxes imposed pursuant to sections 6051.6 and 6201.6 
shall be transferred to the Interim Public Safety Account in the 
Local Public Safety Fund created in section 30051 of the 
for allocation to counties as prescribed by 
-statute. • 
• 
• 
(9) All revenues, less refunds, derived from the taxes 
imposed pursuant to section 35 of Article XIII of the California 
constitution shall be transferred to the Public Safety Account 
in the Local Public Safety Fund created in Section 30051 of the 
Government Code for allocation to counties as prescribed by 
statute. 
(b) The balance shall be transferred to the General Fund. 
(c) The estimates required by subdivision (a) shall be 
based on taxable transactions occurring during a calendar year, 
and the transfers required by subdivision (a) shall be made 
-
• 
• 
, 
, 
during the fiscal year that commences that same calendar 
year. Transfers required by paragraphs ( ), (2), (3).A. and 
(4) of subdivision (a) shall be made qua y. 
(d) The Legislature may amend 
this secti~n, by statute passed in each 
by rollcall vote entered in the journal, 
• 
• • 
membership concurring, if the statute is 
--
se of the Legislature 
irds of the -
, 
, 
SECTION 24. section 7103 is added to the Revenue and Taxation 
Code, to read: 
-
7103. (a) . Notwithstanding Section 7102, or any other provision 
• 
of law, and except as provided in subdivisions (b) through (i), 
inclusive, money in the Retail Sales Tax Fund derived from the 
additional tax imposed by section 6052 and section 6201.8 on 
motor vehicle fuel, less refunds, after allocating to the Board 
for reimbursement of all the costs incurred in connection with 
collection of those taxes, shall be transferred quarterly to the 
Transportation Planning and Development Account, a trust fund in 
the State Transportation Fund. Notwithstanding section 99310.8 
of the Public utilities Code, the revenues transferred to the 
Transportation Planning and Development Account shall be 
deposited in the Clean Air, Jobs, and Transportation Efficiency 
Act Subaccount of that account pursuant to section 99310.6 of 
the Public utilities Code. The revenues identified for transfer 
in subdivisions (b) through (i) shall be transferred as 
specified in those subdivisions. 
(b) One percent of revenues received each quarter shall be 
. 
transferred quarterly to the State Highway Account for fog-
related safety and other projects, for expenditure as provided 
• 
in Section 195 of the Streets and Highways Code. 
• 
(c) until January 1, 2000, fifteen percent of revenues 
received each quarter shall be transferred quarterly to the 
Seismic Safety Retrofit Account established pursuant to Article 
4.8 (commencing with section 179) of Division 1 of the Streets 
-
, 
, 
and Highways Code, to fund seismic on state highway 
bridges and publicly owned local bridges, including publicly 
owned toll bridges and rail bridges. e funds shall be in 
addition to funds programmed for seismic ade purposes in the 
state Highway Operation and Protection and any funds 
programmea for this purpose from toll br accounts and 
subaccounts established by the streets Highways Code on or 
• 
• • 
before January 1, 1994. These funds may be used to expand 
the traffic carrying capacity of the bri s. Transfers 
pursuant to this subdivision shall cease ffective January 1, 
of law, funds 2000. Notwithstanding any other provis 
transferred into the Seismic Safety ~~it Account pursuant to 
this subdivision are continuously appropr ted to the Department 
of Transportation without regard to fisc year. 
(d) Two percent of revenues received each quarter shall be 
transferred quarterly to the Bicycle and 
Account, for expenditure as provided by 
streets and Highways Code. 
trian Facilities 
on 894.5 of the 
(e) until January 1, 2010, two t of revenues received 
each quarter shall be transferred y to the State Energy 
Conservation Assistance Account created to Section 
25416 of the Public Resources Code, for iture by the 
Energy Commission for electric, hybrid-el ic, and clean fuel 
vehicle research, development, demonstra , and 
commercialization, and to assist in the se of these 
vehicles by public agencies, for expendi as provided by 
• 
Section 25619 of the Public Resources Code Transfers pursuant 
to this subdivision shall cease effective anuary 1, 2010. 
(f) Two percent of revenues received ch quarter shall be 
transferred quarterly to the State Highway Account, for traffic 
--
-
, 
. -
signal synchronization, and traffic signal preemption devices 
for exclusive public mass transit guideway vehicles and 
emergency vehicles for expenditure as provided by Section 196 of 
the Streets and Highways Code. After January 1, 2010, the 
commission may, at its discretion, reduce the percentage of 
revenue a1~ocated to this purpose in any year if it finds that 
there ~s a reduced need for expenditures for these programs • 
• 
• 
(g) One percent of revenues received each quarter shall be 
transferred quarterly to the State Highway Account, for commuter 
carpool infolmation systems and transit planning and development 
purposes, for expenditure as provided by section 197 of the 
streets and Highways Code. 
(h) Two percent of revenues received each quarter shall be 
transferred quarterly to the Transportation and Environmental 
Improvement Program Fund for expenditure pursuant to section 
164.561 of the streets and Highways Code. This transfer of 
funds is in addition to and shall not substitute for any funds 
authorized to be expended from the Environmental Enhancement and 
Mitigation Demonstration Program Fund pursuant to subdivision 
(a) of section 164.56 of the streets and Highways Code. 
(i) Two percent of revenues received each quarter shall be 
transferred quarterly to the State Highway Account, to be made 
available for highway-railroad grade separations, as provided in 
section 191.1 of the streets and Highways Code • 
• (j) (1) The purpose of this section is to guarantee and 
require the transfer of the specified sales and use tax revenues 
to the Transportation Planning and Development Account and to 
the accounts specified in subdivisions (b) through (i), 
inclusive. No statute may redirect the specified revenues or 
estimated revenues, whether from the tax revenue itself or from 
, 
, 
• 
• 
the Retail Sales Tax Fund. Any such s shall be void and 
without effect. / 
(2) If a statute transfers any revenues identified in 
this section from the tax revenue itself or from the Retail 
Sales Tax Fund to any other account, , or other depository, 
directly 0% indirectly, within ninety of the effective date 
of the statute the Controller shall tranfer an amount -
• 
• 
equivalent to the amount of the transfer from the General Fund 
• 
to the Retail Sales Tax Fund, and this ",,,t shall be 
transferred to the Transportation Planni and Development 
Account pursuant to this section. There is hereby appropriated 
from the General Fund an amount necess to make any transfer 
required by this subdivision. 
SECTION 25. section 164.561 is added to Streets and 
Highways Code to read: 
164.561. (a) Funds transferred to the portation and 
Environmental Improvement Program Fund uant to subdivision 
(h) of section 7103 of the Revenue and tion Code shall be 
deposited into the Transportation and ntal Improvement 
Program Fund which is hereby created as a trust fund, and shall 
be continuously appropriated, notwiths ing section 13340 of 
the Government Code, to the Resources , without regard to 
fiscal year, for the purposes provided in this section. 
(b) . Local, state, and federal 
organizations may apply for and receive 
and nonprofit 
, not to exceed 
five million dollars ($5,000,000) for any single grant, to 
undertake environmental enhancement and mtigation projects 
which are directly or indirectly related the environmental 
--
-
, 
• 
impact of the'following: existing transportation facilities, 
modification of existing transportation facilities, or 
construction and operation of new transportation facilities. 
'(c) The following projects are eligible for funding: 
(1) Urban forestry projects to offset vehicular 
emissions ~f carbon dioxide and urban forestry projects along 
urban rail transit corridors. 
• 
• 
(2) Acquisition, restoration, and enhancement of 
resource lands to mitigate the loss of, or the detriment to, 
resource lands from existing or proposed transportation 
improvements. Projects funded pursuant to this paragraph may 
-
also include the acquisition and preservation of lands 
containing significant archaeological resources to mitigate the 
loss of, or detriment to, archaeological resources from existing 
and proposed transportation projects. 
(3) Acquisition, restoration, and enhancement of 
wetlands and riparian habitat, or any combination thereof, to 
mitigate the impacts of, or detriment from, runoff from roads. 
(4) Trails, including paved bicycle paths, which 
provide exclusive use for bicycles or pedestrians, or both; and 
trailhead projects. 
(5) Acquisition of land for parks. 
(6) The purchase of pelwanent conservation easements 
from willing sellers on prime agricultural lands, and for the 
mapping of those lands, to mitigate the loss of, or detriment 
to, agricultural lands lying within or near the right-of-way 
acquired for existing or proposed transportation improvements. 
For purposes of this paragraph, "prime agricultural lands" has 
-
the same meaning as provided in subdivision (c) of Section 51201 
of the Government Code. No more than 1St of the funds 
- -
---
, 
• , 
transferred in any particular year to the Transportation and 
Environmental Improvement Program Fund be used for this 
purpose. 
to the Resources (d) Grant proposals shall be submi'~ 
Agency for evaluation in accordance with 
prescribed by the Resources Agency. The 
s and criteria 
rces Agency shall 
• 
evaluat~ proposals submitted to it and p re a list of -
• 
proposals for funding which the Resources Agency may revise at 
any time. Prior to including a proposal the list, the 
Resources Agency shall make a finding tha the proposal is 
• 
eligible for funding pursuant to this se 
prohibited by law, grants may include 
payments to the grantees for the purpose 
projects funded pursuant to this section. 
• Unless otherwise 
and advance 
implementing 
(e) Within the fiscal limitations 0 this section and 
subdivision Ch) of section 7103 of the ue and Taxation 
Code, the Resources Agency shall annually award grants to fund 
proposals which are included on the list 
subdivision Cd). 
pursuant to 
(f) No funds authorized pursuant to this section shall be 
allocated to the Oepartment of Transporta ion for its own 
projects or for highway landscaping or ide rest projects. 
No funds authorized pursuant to this sect shall be allocated 
to pay for any environmental mitigation I other mitigation or 
enhancement costs that would otherwise be required by any laws 
effectiv~ on the date of this enactment thereafter includin~, 
but not limited to, requirements establi ed under the 
California Environmental Quality Act (Oiv Ision 13, commencing 
with section 21000 of the Public Resource' Code). 
(g) Pe t acquisitions of wildl fe habitat by any 
, 
, 
• 
public agency pursuant to this section may be considered to be 
an expenditure from the Habitat Conservation Fund created by 
section 2786 of the Fish and Game Code if the agency receiving 
the funds makes a finding that each and every expenditure is 
identical in purpose to at least'one of those required by 
section 27a6 of the Fish and Game Code. 
(h) For purposes of this Section, "nonprofit organization" 
• 
• 
means any nonprofit organization qualified pursuant to section 
501(c) (3) and 501(c) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code. 
(i) The Legislature may amend subdivisions (b) through (h) 
of this section, by statute passed in each house of the 
Legislature by roll call vote entered in the journal, four-
fifths of the membership concurring, if the statute is 
consistent with and furthers the purposes of this section and 
this act, as defined by section 99399 of the Public utilities 
Code. 
SECTION 26. section 191.1 is added to the Streets and Highways 
Code, to read: 
191.1. (a) Notwithstanding section 13340 of the Government 
Code, funds available pursuant to subdivision (i) of Section 
7103 of the Revenue and Taxation Code and subdivision (a) of 
Section 99393 of the Public utilities Code shall be continuously 
• 
appropriated to the commission, without regard to fiscal year, 
for allocation to cities and counties for grade separation 
projects as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 2450 of the 
Streets and Highways Code. 
-
(b) The funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (a) shall 
be allocated exclusively for projects on mainline railroad lines 
• 
• 
• • 
with at least four daily passenger trai " where the basic 
• 
. 
maximum passenger train speed limit is a least 70 miles per 
hour. The maximnm amount of funding to allocated to anyone 
five million dollars 
consumer price 
matching 
-
project from this source shall not 
($5,000,000), increasing at the rate of 
index. Ea~h project shall be subject to 
requirements of section 190. Preference 11 be given to grade 
• 
• 
separation projects in counties with 
200,000, and to the least expensive proj 
(c) Subject to the restrictions in 
ations of less than 
• 
ivision (b), the 
. 
commission shall follow the priorities in the grade separation 
priority list developed by the Public Uti ities Commission, 
pursuant to Section 2452. 
(d) In addition to the funds alloca ed pursuant to this 
section, a miniml1m of fifteen million dol ars ($15,000,000) 
shall continue to be made available annua ly from the state 
Highway Account for allocation to grade 
section 190. 
tions pursuant to 
(e) The Legislature may amend subdiv ions (b) and (c) of 
this section, by statute passed in each 
by roll call vote entered in the journal, 
of the Legislature 
yo-fifths of the 
membership concurring, if the statute is 
furthers the purposes of this act, as defi 
of the Public utilities Code. 
istent with and 
by Section 99399 
• SECTION 27. section 195 is added to the S reets and Highways 
Code, to read: 
• 
195. (a) Funds transferred to the State H ghway Account 
• 
pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 710 of the Revenue and 
--
-
• 
• 
Taxation Code shall be continuously appropriated, 
notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Code, to the 
commission without regard to fiscal year for projects on state 
highways and local roads that improve safety during fog 
conditions, including but not limited to changeable message 
signs, limited range radio frequencies, and advance warning 
devices for highway/railroad crossings. Funds shall be .. 
• 
• 
allocated to projects that have the greatest likelihood of 
saving lives, and shall be in addition to existing levels of 
expenditures for these types of projects. The commission shall 
allocate these funds to the department and other transportation 
agencies, with highest priority going to projects in counties 
with a population of less than 100,000 people. 
(b) In any year if the commission finds that all the funds 
allocated by subdivision (b) of Section 7103 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code are not needed for projects authorized in 
subdivision (a), the unneeded funds may be allocated to projects 
• 
authorized by Section 164.561, 191.1, and 894.5 within counties 
with a population of less than 100,000 people. 
(c) The Legislature may amend subdivisions (a) and (b) of 
this section, by statute passed in each house of the Legislature 
by roll call vote entered in the journal, four-fifths of the 
membership concurring, if the statute is consistent with and 
furthers the purposes of this section and this act, as defined 
in Section 99399 of the Public utilities Code. 
• 
SECTION 28. Section 196 is added to the Streets and Highways 
Code, to read: 
196. (a) Funds transferred to the State Highway Account 
70 
... 
• 
• 
, 
. r , 
pursuant to subdivision (f) of Section 71 03 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code shall be continuously 
notwithstanding section 13340 of the 
without regard to fiscal year, to the 
iated, 
rnment Code, and 
" SS1on. 
(b) The funds transferred pursuant to subdivision (a) 
shall be allocated to public agencies to fund traffic signal 
synchronization, and traffic signal devices for botb 
icles and emergency exclusive public mass transit guideway 
vehicles. Signal preemption devices 
for funding. 
I receive high priority 
(c) The commission shall adopt the tial guidelines to 
fund this program within 180 days of the I of this 
section. The guidelines shall require th t synchronization 
projects shall not have an adverse impact on the operation of 
public transportation systems. 
(d) The Legislature may amend sUbdiv:'sions (b) and (c) of 
this section, by statute passed in each h use of the Legislature 
by roll call vote entered in the journal, 'four-fifths of the 
membership concurring, if the statute is ~onsistent with and 
furthers the purposes of this section and this act, as defined 
\ in section 99399 of the Public utilities lode. 
SECTION 29. Section 197 is added to the streets and Highways 
Code, to read: 
• 
197. (a) Funds transferred to the state H"ghway Account 
• 
pursuant to subdivision (g) of Section 710 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code shall be continuously approp~iated without regard 
to fiscal year, notwithstanding Section 13"40 of the Government 
Code, to the commission. 
71 
... 
• 
, 
(b) The funds transferred pursuant to subdivision (a) 
shall be allocated to public agencies and nonprofit corporations 
in regions of the state that have not attained state or federal 
air quality standards or which have significant traffic 
congestion, to provide ridesharing services, including computer 
matching of carpool and vanpool rides and riders, and to develop 
and plan better public transit routes and systems. 
• 
• (c) The commission shall adopt the initial guidelines to 
fund this program within 180 days of the enactment of this 
section. 
-
(d) The Legislature may amend subdivisions (b) and (c) of 
this section, by statute passed in each house of the Legislature 
by roll call vote entered in the journal, four-fifths of the 
membership concurring, if the statute is consistent with and 
furthers the purposes of this section and this act, as defined 
in section 99399 of the Public utilities Code. 
SECTION 30. section 199.12 is added to the streets and Highways 
Code: 
199.12. The amount of funds available each fiscal year from the 
State Highway Account for the Article XIX guideways component of 
the transit capital improvements program pursuant to Section 199 
and Section 99317 of the Public utilities Code shall be 
maintained at least at historical levels, consistent with 
• 
section 199.11. "Historical levels" means an amount equal to _ 
the ratio of state funds in the state Highway Account actually 
appropriated to the guideway program by the State Budget Act of 
1989 compared to the total amount of state funds appropriated 
from the State Highway Account by that budget act for all 
• , 
• 
transportation capital outlay, mUltiplied\bY the total amount of 
state funds in the state Highway Account vailable for all 
transportation capital outlay in each fut budget year. 
Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Gove t Code, funds for 
these guideway purposes shall be conti ly appropriated at 
historicaL levels to the committee, wi ,t regard to fiscal 
year, for allocation through the transit ital improvements-
• 
• 
program. At least fifteen (15) percent 
be allocated to intercity rail projects. 
SECTION 31. section 199.13 is added to 
Code to read: 
guideway funds shall 
streets and Highways 
199.13. (a) Except as provided in subdiv sion (b), and 
otherwise required by this act, as def.u in section 99399 of 
the Public utilities Code, no funds shall be permanently 
transferred from the state Highway Acc~' to any other account, 
fund, or other depository. The intent of this section is to 
provide funds for transportation purposes consistent with 
Article XIX of the CalifoIllia Constituti • Except as provided 
in Sections 16310 and 16381 of the t Code, loans from 
state motor vehicle fuel taxes in the Highway Account to 
the General Fund consistent with Article , section 6 of the 
California Constitution shall be limited duration to a 
of two years, and shall be repaid with from the General 
Fund at the Pooled Money Investment 
loans of these fuel taxes shall be made. 
(b) Funds may be transferred from 
to the Transportation Planning and Devel 
rate. No other 
... 
state Highway Account 
nt Account for 
support of the California Transportation ommission and the 
73 
, 
, 
Intercity Rail Commission, and to provide reimbursements for 
transportation planning activities and support of transportation 
research activities. Any reduction in transfers from one year 
to the next shall be accompanied by an equivalent reduction in 
the directly associated expenditures from the Transportation 
Planning and Development Account. Funds may also be transferred 
. -from the state Highway Account to the Env1ronmental Enhancement 
• 
• 
and Mitigation Demonstration Program Fund, the Seismic Safety 
Retrofit Account, and other accounts and funds for purposes 
substantially similar to purposes for which the State Highway 
Account is authorized as of the effective date of this section. 
(c) All interest, fee income (except tolls), rental or 
lease income, or other income earned by the state from the funds 
in the State Highway Account, or from transportation facilities 
paid for in part or entirely by the State Highway Account, 
directly or indirectly, shall remain or be deposited in the 
State Highway Account. This subdivision shall not apply to 
income produced by property acquired and developed by local 
agencies or joint powers authorities pursuant to grants made by 
the state, or to income from property purchased pursuant to 
Section 164.56. 
(d) Except as provided in subdivisions (a) and (b), in the 
event a statute transfers any funds from the State Highway 
Account to any other account, fund, or other depository, 
directly or indirectly, within ninety days of the effective date 
of the statute the Controller shall transfer an amount 
-
equivalent to the amount of the transfer from the General Fund 
to the State Highway Account. If a loan pursuant to subdivision 
(a) to the General Fund is not repaid with interest, the 
controller shall transfer the necessary amount of funds to repay 
74 
• 
, 
the loan with interest from the General ~nd to the state 
Highway Account within six months of the lend of the maximum two 
year loan teLm. There is hereby appropriated from the General 
Fund an amount necessary to make any tra isfer required by this 
subdivision. 
-
-SECTION 32 • section 199.14 is added to Streets and Highway 
• • 
Code to read: 
199.14. (a) Except as provided by 5 of Article XIX of 
the Constitution, and section 199.13, no in the state 
Highway Account shall be used for debt ice for general 
obligation bonds issued for transportati I purposes pursuant to 
Chapter 17 (commencing with section 2701) or Chapter 19 
(commencing with section 2703) of Divisi 3, or bonds issued 
pursuant to Chapter 6 (commencing with S ~~ion 99690) of Part 
11.5 of the Public utilities Code, or fori any future general 
obligation bonds that the state may authotize and issue. 
(b) All loans that were made from state Highway Account 
in order to pay transportation bond debt lervice pursuant to the 
I 
relevant provisions of the Budget Act of 992, the Budget Act of 
1993, and any other budget acts shall be 
at the pooled money investment rate appl 
during which the loans were outstanding, 
1997, with funds other than funds in the 
id, with interest 
to the period 
or before June 1, 
te Highway Account 
or other.funds dedicated to transportati purposes. If these-
loans have not been repaid in full by tha I date, the Controller 
I 
shall transfer 50 percent of the amount d,e, including interest, 
on June 30, 1997, from the General Fund t l the state Highway 
Account, and shall transfer the remainder, including interest, 
.. 
• 
, 
• 
from the General Fund to the state Highway Account on or before 
June 1, 1998. There is hereby appropriated from the General 
Fund an amount necessary to make any transfer required by this 
subdivision. The loans that were made pursuant to the relevant 
provisions of the budget acts described in this subdivision 
shall be ~onsidered to be loans until repaid, notwithstanding 
any other provision of law • -
• 
• 
SECTION 33. section 894.5 is added to the streets and Highways 
Code, to read: 
894.5. (a) The Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Account is 
hereby created in the state Transportation Fund. 
Notwithstanding section 13340 of the Government Code, the money 
in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Account is continuously 
• 
appropriated to the department without regard to fiscal year for 
the purposes of this section. The commission shall establish a 
program administered by the department for allocating the funds 
in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Account made available 
by subdivision (d) of section 7103 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code. These funds shall be allocated by the Commission to 
cities, counties, and other public agencies for bicycle, 
sidewalk, and rural walkway projects which primarily benefit 
nonmotorized facilities for bicycles and pedestrians, as 
provided in this section. At least three quarters of the funds 
in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Account shall be 
allocated to bicycle projects. Of the remaining funds, rural 
walkway projects shall be given highest-priority. 
-
(b) A bicycle project shall be eligible for funding only if 
it primarily benefits bicycle commuters, rather than 
-
.. 
, 
, 
• 
recreational users. 
, 
(c) A sidewalk project shall be eligtble for funding only 
if it is in an existing urban area, with ~he highest priority 
I 
given to projects which complete gaps in txisting sidewalks with 
significant pedestrian traffic. Repair of an existing sidewalk 
i 
is not eliqible for an allocation. I 
-(d~ A rural walkway project shall eligible for funding 
• 
only if it is along a road I which is heavi y used by pedestrian 
or bicycling children on a suggested 
project is in support of public transit 
quarter mile of transit stops in rural 
(e) To the greatest extent practi 
shall use the same guidelines to 
to school, or if the 
and is within one 
• 
Ie, the department 
this section that 
were adopted by the commission for admini 'tration of bicycle 
funds made available by section 99650 of ~I.u 
Code. The initial version of any required 
I 
Public utilities 
s to those 
guidelines shall be adopted within 180 da I of the enactment of 
this section. 
(f) To the greatest extent practi 
shall use the same guidelines to adminis 
were adopted by the commission for 
walkway funds made available by section 
Utilities Code. 
(g) Annual funding for bicycle 
99 1 
I 
I 
j 
e, the department 
this section that 
tion of rural 
8 of the Public 
pursuant to 
subdivision (b) of section 2106 shall not reduced below 
I 
funding levels actually made available in I iscal year 1993-94. -
(h) The Legislature may amend subdivi ions (b) through (f) 
• 
of this section by statute passed in each 
Legislature by roll call vote entered in 
fifths of the membership concurring, if 
se of the 
joulllal, four-
statute is 
.. 
, consistent with and furthers the purposes of this act, as 
defined in section 99399 of the Public Utilities Code. 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
-
